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W EEK EN D  B O A T  
M IS H A P S  HIGH
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Traffic and boating accidents 
accounted for 40 of the 43 acci­
dental fatalities reported in 
Canada during the weekend.
A Canadian Press survey 
from 6 p.m. local time Friday 
to midnight Sunday showed 27 
persons died on highways, 13 
by drowning, two in a fire and 
one when a racing car turned 
over.
Quebec led the count with 17 
deaths, pushed up by two 
multiple - fatality boating ac­
cidents; three sons in one fam­
ily were drowned in the Mata- 
pedia River and four fisher­
men were drowned when their 
boat sank at Lake Quevilion, 
Que. One other person was 
drowned in Quebec, seven died 
on the highways and two chil­
dren died in a fire.
Twelve fatalities were record­
ed in Ontario. Traffic accidents 
accounted for nine, two were 
drowned and an amateur rac­
ing driver was killed during a 
pre-race warmup.
O'NEILL WILL ASK 
COUNTY COURT'S 
C LEM EN C Y-H ELP
is ,  4
Ex-Fruitman 
Wills Big Sum 
To Sal. Arm y
U .K .Jo u rn a l 
Hits Canada 
W ork Setup
| LONDON (CP) — The mu.-.- 
circulation Sunday paper The; 
, People attacks what it describes j  
as Canada's enticement of skilled; 
, British workers to jobs that don't j 
i exist.
i “Some of Britain's finest indus- 
I trial craftsman are still being en- 
| eouraged to emigrate to Canada 
' even though there is heavy un-
DONALD CAMPBELL raised 
his own world water speed 
record from 248.62 miles per 
hour to 260.35 when he drove 
his jet-powered hydroplane 
Bluebird in two runs over the
THE LATE JOHN FOSTER DULLES
W ES TER N  W O R LD  M O U R N S
employment in their trade in the
VANCOUVER <CP) — Ivan Dominion.’ says the story by r e - , .............................. ............. .........
| Manuel Stevens, former Pentic- porter Ken Gardner who has been; measured kilometre course on 
ton fruit farmer, lias left the res- j  to Canada to investigate the un- Lake Coniston, England. Camp­
'd110 of a $300,000 estate to be' employment situation, 
shared equally by the Salvation' The paper says there appears 
Army and Dr. Barnardo’s homes!to be “almost a total failure of 
of England. 'co-ordination” between the uncm-
Dulles To Be Buried 
W ith  National Honors
Mr. Stevens, who died May 26,! ployment authorities in Canada
1954, at Monaco, willed that the 
organizations g e t  the money 
when his wife and daughter, who 
are left with a life income from 
the $279,710 estate, are dead.
WASHINGTON (AP) — West­
ern diplomats who worked with 
John • Foster Dulles in his unre­
lenting efforts in the crisis-packed 
years of the cold ■ war will fly 
here to pay final tribute to the 
former secretary of state. ~~
hower's foreign policy pilot for 
six years, died of cancer Sunday 
at 7;49 a.m. Most of his family 
was at his bedside.
President Eisenhower deeply 
mourned his passing, and the free 
worlcfmourned with him. Flags
Dulles' Strength
LONDON lReuters)—The West­
ern world today mourned the loss 
of John Foster Dulles.
Neutrals and political factions 
that had bitterly attacked some 
of Dulles' policies united in grief 
and stated recognition of his sin­
cere strength of purpose.
Communist comment on the 
death Sunday of the former U.S. 
secretary of state generally was 
confined to reporting the facts, 
though some organs revived at­
tacks on Dulles ns "architect of 
the cold war,"
Statesmen and political leaders 
of all shades of opinion paid pub-
PR's Tribute
Dulles, 71, President Eisen-on U.S. government buildings
throughout t h e  world were 
ordered flown at half staff for 
the next three days, and Eisen­
hower cancelled his formal sched­
ule during that period.
An official funeral will be held 
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the Wash­
ington National <Episcopal) Ca­
thedral. A guard of honor will 
keep a vigil beside the body dur­
ing the 24 hours before the 
funeral.
Full military honors accorded 
; heroes and distinguished leaders 
will be given Dulles when he is 
buried in Arlington National Cem­
etery across the Potomac River 
from Washington.
The Big Four foreign ministers 
conference in Geneva will recess 
Wednesday a n d Thursday as 
State Secretary Christian A. Hcr- 
ter flics home for the funeral. 
With him will be the British and 
French foreign ministers, Selwyn 
Lloyd and Maurice Couve de Mur- 
ville.
There was a possibility Soviet 
Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gro­
myko might also attend. He ex­
pressed "deep' condolences" to 
Hertcr when told of Dulles’ death.
West German officials said 
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer also
Vernon Yacht Club 
To Sponsor Cruise
VERNON (CP)—A program of 
cruises on Okanagan Lake will 
be sponsored by the Vernon 
Yacht Club this summer. The 
cruises will begin from the re­
cently built clubhouse a n d  
breakwater mooring facilities, 
which were , opened last week.
and the Dominion’s immigration 
officials in the United Kingdom.
"The result is that these of­
ficials are unwittingly enticing 
Britain’s skilled manpower into 
a veritible man - trap. This at 
a time when Britain offers better 
openings for craftsmen than for 
a year past."
The paper says industry in Can­
ada is going through a recession 
and unemployment is running at 
a far higher rate than in Britain. 
Skilled Britons are being taken 
to Canada on false promises of 
work in their own trades but on 
arrival are expected to take me­
nial and ill-paid jobs.
Ex-City Accountant
■■ I MH ■
races Trial Today
By AL CAMPBELL 
Dally Courier Staff Writer
Jack Norman O’Neill will plead guilty, this aflernoon, to 
stealing $47,000 in city tax receipts and will ask the court 
to send him to a penitentiary, where he can "learn a trade that 
will make it easier to resist temptation.”
His counsel, N. D. Mullins, also will ask county court 
Judge Gordon Lindsay to recommend psychiatric treatment 
while O'Neill is confined.- He has undergone treatment in the 
past from a Vancouver psychiatrist, and found to be prone to 
"impulsive and imprudent behavior."
The 31-year-old former city accountant is charged with 
having stolen over $50; of $6,000 cash; and of $40,000 in 
cheques, all in October, 1955.
According to Mr. Mullins he is scale manhunt was instituted to
bell said he intends to have a 
crack at the world land speed 
record. "The ultimate object 
is to see if two British ma­
chines can get two world rec­
ords in the same year," he 
added.
lie tribute to Dulles, sent cables 
of condolences to President Eis­
enhower or made plans to travel 
to Washington.
W e s t Germany’s Chancellor 
Konrad Adenauer announced he 
will fly to the United States Tues­
day for the funeral Wednesday. 
The 83-year-old Adenauer, a close 
friend of Dulles, will be accom­
panied by Foreign Minister Hein­
rich von Brentano.
Foreign ministers at the Big 
Four conference in Gcnva will re­
cess, Britains Selwyn Lloyd ancl 
France’s Maurice Couvo de Mur- 
ville will accompany Dulles’ suc­
cessor, Christian Hcrter, to the 
funeral. A source close to the 
Russian delegation said Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gromyko also 
was expected to attend.
The Queen sent n message of 
condolence to Mrs. Dulles today 
saying:
, "I have learned with very grent 
sorrow of the death of Mr; John 
Foster Dulles. My husband joins 
me in sending our heartfelt sym­
pathy to you and your family in
Rain W o n t
B.C.
VICTORIA (CP) — Alternate 
plans for royal tour ceremonies 
in British Columbia have been 
worked out if inclement weather 
curtains the province, an official 
of the tour committee says.
The best long-range weather 
forecasts available were in the
OTTAWA' (CP)_Canada’s- load- ;,vour great loss." 
huvers a e paid tribute to John 
Foster Dulles, former United. 
.States secretary of state, who 
died Sunday of cancer at the age 
. of 71,
Prime Minister Diefenbaker 
said: ' ■
"The death of John Foster Dul­
les removes from the councils of 
the world one who had an im­
mense and deep knowledge of In­
ternational affairs and whose in- 
fluenee for peace with freedom 
was world-wide,
"On behalf of the Canadian 
government and .Canadians an a 
whole, T express sorrow at the 
passing of this man whose pro­
found moral and 'spiritual beliefs, 
courage had devotion to the abid­
ing principles of freedom, caused 
him to give so freely of himself 
so that in truth his life was given 




D D F Aw ard
Jobless Figures 
Take New Dip
OTTAWA (CP)—Claimants for 
unemployment insurance benefits 
numbered 610,800 at April 30, the 
bureau of statistics reported to­
day.
The figure compared with 766,- 
900 a month earlier and 722,300 at 
April 30, 1958,
The average weekly number of 
beneficiaries was estimated at 
640,200 during April, 763,200 for 
March and 735,200 for April, 1958,
Benefit payments amounted to 
$60,000,000 in April, $65,900,000 in 
March and $66,700,000 for April 
last year.
committee’s possession during the 
planning stage and they indicate 
fine weather, said L. J . Wallace, 
secretary and co-ordinator for the 
B.C. royal tour committee.
Mr. Wallace said one .of the 
few events on the itinerary which 
“probably can't be protected in 
case of rain” is the Beacon Hill 
park ceremony here at which the 
Queen will present the colors-to 
Princess Patricia’s Canadian 
Light Infantry and the King’s 
Own Calgary Regiment.
However, rain would defeat the 
entire theme of the 1959 royal 
tour in B.C,, which is to keep 
Queen Elizabeth and Prince 
Philip within view of the general 
public as much as possible,
M ayor Getting 
Treatment In 
Local Hospital
Mayor R. F. Parkinson has 
been undergoing tests and exam­
inations at Kelowna General Hos­
pital for the past four days for 
a gastro-intestinal ailment. No 
official comment was available 
up to press time today as to 
when the mayor would be allow 
ed to go home,
Aid. Donald Horton, deputy 
mayor, will be presiding at to­
night’s city council meeting. Also 
absent from the meeting, in ad­
dition to the mayor, will be city 
clerk James Hudson and city 
comptroller Douglas Herbert, 
both attending a municipal of­
ficers convention at Victoria.
VIOLATED UI ACT
KAMLOOPS (CPl-Norman D. 
Godin of North Kamloops was 
fined $20 on each of three counts 
of violating the Unemployment 
Insurance Act. Testimony was 
that he had stated his earnings 
were nil at one period and had 




Frederick J, Paul, 78, 2267 Ab­
erdeen St,, who 'spent nearly all 
his-life4n the fruit Industry and 
retired a few years ago ns a 
fruit Inspector , for B.C, Tree 
Fruits Ltd,, died this morning In 
the Kelowna hospital. • A .
lie also served his country in 
a distinguished manner during 
the First World War, being h- 
wjirded the military medal for 
bravery and holding the rank of 
sergeunt uiwn his diSchurge, •
Funeral service will be held 
Wednesday at St. Michael and 
All Angels’ Church nt 3 p,m. He 
leaves his wife, the former 
Yvonne Marjory Reed.
British Press Credits Dulles 
With Bad
TORONTO (CP) — Clasping the 
Culvert Trophy, the , highest 
award of the Dominion Drama 
Festival, winning director ,Nlnn 
Dinconeseo of Montreal tearfully 
thanked hoi- "new country, Can­
ada."
Her French -. language produc­
tion by La Cotnpagnie Nina Dined- 
noseo of Plautus' I.o Mllltairo 
Fanfaron took thy main trophy 
and $1,000 for the best presenta­
tion in the eight ■ play festival 
which ended Saturday1 night,'
The former Romnnlan, who es­
caped from behind the Iron Cur­
tain while touring with a troupe 
lit Italy, came to Montreal 21 
month's ago, For her direction, 
she earned the Louis Jouvet Chal­
lenge Trophy, Two members of 
the cast were awarded tfic prize 
for best supporting male and fe­
male roles, r
A second French troupe from 
Montreal, L'Atolier (III Proscen­
ium, captured four of the ntnjor 
awards for Its presentation' of 
Eugene Ionesco^ Vlctimcs <lu De­
voir.' ,
T W O -Y EA R -O LD  L U M B Y  CHILD 
FA LLS  IN S T R E A M , DROW NS
LUMBY (Special)—Two-year-old Shirley Lynn M c- 
, Cluskcy was drowned when she fell into nearby Creighton 
Vullcy Crock Saturday night.
' Shirley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs, James McCluskcy 
of Lumby had wandered away from the home of her 
grandparents, Her body was found in, a log jam in the 
rain-swollen stream.
Frost Welches 
In Debate Plan 
CCFer Claims
the type of man "who cannot 
face responsibility: this was the 
reason for an unfortunate love 
affair he once had."
The case will not be contested 
vigorously by counsel, who will 
introduce letters of recommenda­
tion from former employers.
He has been convicted of 
breaking and entering in addi­
tion to the forgery and theft 
charges.
He was charged with several 
bad cheque counts in Los Angeles 
in 1946, arrested 10 years later 
in that city and jailed for two 
years.
He was picked up for going 
through a red light,
Mr. Mullins said O’Neill , had 
been a “model prisoner" while 
an inmate of the two American 
penal, institutions.
His family in North Vancouver 
have offered to pay for O’Neill’s 
psycho-therapy if and when he 
goes to jail.
“This should be .done," said 
his counsel, “for the sake of 
O’Neill and for the sake of so-, 
ciety. This way we will get at 
the root of the problem."
The maximum sentence under 
the Criminal Code of Canada, 
allows for 10 years imprisonment 
on the charge.
Evidence at the preliminary 
hearing held here April 27 indi­
cated O'Neill absconded with the 
$6,000 cash by chartered plane 
after abondonfng his car on 
Doyle Avenue.
Police found the cheques in the 
glove compartment of the car 
later in the day, and a large
no avail.
The acuscd is said to havo 
spent most of the money while 
staying in expensive hotels in 
Miami, Fla.
ione-i
LONDON (AP)—“ In a world of sinan who commanded worldwide 
hyixHTisy hi: was blazlngly sin- respect and provided the West 
• ' with the backbone It needed In
Ihone Wuuls in Hie News time of trouble,
Chioiuele 1 dnml U 11j urn up Witltojut Ms ■'crowding,, tip- 
•British pii s i uti in t> tlu pu uli," said 'File Daily" Tele- 
death of lolm H tu  Dulles, i graph (Conservative!, "without
Editorial wrl lut  make no at­
tempt to glo n i vi r th« many 
past dlffert nees biiiw tn Dulles 
and vnrt vmm Br iiinu government
Mi Dulles' formidable convic­
tion of moral rectitude, it Is 
doubtful whether the peoples of 
me west could have maintained
officials, But unanimously they i the will to go on fighting the cold 
praise the American state-1 war,"
Cloudy with fi;equent showers 
and late nfternoqn tlumderstorinK 
today, Mostly cloudy with more 
widely scattered showers ’Dies- 
day alternoon, A little’ warmer 
Tuesday, Winds light, becoming 
gusty to 30 .near,thunderstorms, 
Ixnv tonight and high Tuesday at 
Kelowna 45 and 68, Temperatures 
recorded Saturday 58 and 72; 
Sunday 40 and ?1 with n trace of 
r u i n .
CANADA'S IUGII-1.0W
Saskatoon ....... .............  85
St, John's, Nlld. 30
, V '
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Ontario CCF Loader Donald C 
MacDonald, is making an election 
issue out of the fact he has been 
unable to get Premier Frost to 
agree to a public debate.
Mr. MacDonald, who has been 
turned down three times in recent 
months, issued another challenge 
to the premier at a Sudbury din 
ner meeting Saturday.
it came after Mayor Joseph 
Fabbro told him that Mr. Frost 
and Liberal Leader John Winter 
meyer were scheduled to be in 
Sudbury June 3, eight days be 
fore the provincial’ election. The 
mayor invited Mr. MacDonald to 
come and “ make It a real party.’ 
The CCF leader said he'would 
gladly come if ho could be as 
sured of a debate with the pre­
mier.
“ I challenged him In the login 
lature and ho agreed," Mr, Mac­
Donald said,“ But when I hired 
Massey Hall he was too busy, 
When i offered to go to Lindsay 
he was too busy and when we 
were both in Windsor last week 
he backed out again,"
The premier, who began a two- 
dny rest Sunday after a full week 
of cnmpuignlng, wasn't available 
for comment.
DUNCAN, B.C. (CP) — Th« 
Vancouver Island Municipal As­
sociation was given assurance 
here by a government official 
that, financially, provincial muni- 
cipalitics are in for a better deal.
J. E. Brown, deputy minister 
of municipal affairs, told those 
attending the one-day meeting 
they should not be'pcssimistic at 
the outcome of departmental ef­
forts to bring about improved 
financial relations with the pro­
vincial government.
"From every evidence I have, 
the problem will be met in good 
faith,” he said. , "You can go 
home with that much? assurance 
at least.”
Maj.-Gen. C. A. P. Murlson, 
reeve of North Cowichan and 
president of , the Union of B.C. 
municipalities, criticized the gov­
ernment for failing to keep pace 
with the governments of Alberta, 
Manitoba and Ontario by not ad­
justing municipal legislation to 
the urban economy.
Ends In Disaster
VICTORIA (CP)—Wooden steps 
at a chapel here collapsed at the 
weekend as wedding guests lin­
ed up to welcome the bride and 
groom after a marriage. Seven 
of' the guests were injured when 
they dropped 10 feet into a con* 
crqte-lined hole beneath them.
Gertrude Santo of Vancouver 
was the most seriously injured, 
with, n fractured back. The wife 
of Deputy Trade Minister Thomas 
Sturgess of Victoria suffered n 
concussion while her husband had 
minor injuries.,,
Four guests were kept In hos- 
pltnl for treatment,
Tin: steps; understood to be 
rotten with ngo, collapsed ns the 
bride and groom, Bernnrd Atkins 
and the former Catherine Gru- 
ham, were signing the register In 
the vestry of Brentwood Memor­
ial (Anglican) Chapel.
A m H , h
a ,
LONDON (CP)—Associates and 
antagonists join in singing Lord 
Bqaverbrook’s praises today as 
the Canadian-born peer receives 
the congratulations of his press 
colleagues on his 80th birthday, 
"Eighty years is a long ttmo 
and on the calendar he is an old, 
old mnn," says William Connor, 
the sharp - tongued Daily Mirror 
columnist, wliose opinions rnroly 
coincide with those of the Beaver- 
brook newspapers, •
Writing under his usual byline 
of Cassnndra, Connor continues;
"But in 'hip zest for life, his 
capacity for mischievous enjoy- 
1 mont, ho is still a young devil."
ROYAL RETREAT—A three- 
day rest at secluded Penask 
Lake fishing lodge will bo en­
joyed by Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth and Prince Philip
, during their British Columbia 
Tour, The lodge la owned by , a 
group of Vancouver and Seattle 
business and professional men, 
and is an exclusive club. En­
tirely Isolated, the spacious 
dwelling has a 20-milo lake- 
shore front, Originally owned 
by pineapple king Dole, It was 
, built in 1929,
Canada's Atlantic Congress 
Delegates Include Dave Pugh
OTTAWA (CP)—The names of Canada’s delegates 
to the Atlantic Congress, to he opened in London by 
Queen Elizabeth June 5, were announced today, The list 
is made up of '30 npn-pailiamentarians and 21 members of 
parliament,, including alternates. The congress will bring 
together 650 non-government delegates from the 15 
'NATO countries, Canada’s delegation is beaded by Harry 
Jones (PC-Saskatooh). Non-parliamentarians include;
, lit, Rev. Dr, Basil Kushnir, Winnipeg; Dr. A. Anstcnscn, 
Mrs! Agnes Kinncar, both Of Saskatoon, Sask,; J, Ross 
Henderson, Calgary; Ed Nelson, Edmonton; Harold Taft, 
New Westminster, B.C;; Graham ^Spry,’ Saskatchewan 
government agent, London, Eng, Members of Parliament 
include: Walter Dinsdalo (PC-Brandon-Souri»); Nicholas 
Mandziuk (PC-Mnrqucttc); Lawrence E. Kindt (PC- 
McLeod): David Pugh (PC-Okanagan-Boyndary); Frank 
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Use And Misuse 
Queen's English
A 34-membcr committee of the federal 
civil service is working on a style manual 
which aims to improve the language used in 
communications sent out from government 
offices. The new volume, replacing one pub­
lished 20 years ago, will help those who dic­
tate letters to eliminate jargon, improve their 
syntax and spelling and raise the compre­
hension rate among their readers.
The Canadian public will rejoice if the 
committee succeeds in producing a style that 
will make letters from government depart­
ments understandable. Too, the average per- 
vm expects a high degree of intelligence from 
top-ranking civil servants and this should 
he reflected in communications that are 
clear, concise and simple.
Official Ottawa, it is said, is moving to 
get rid of "gobbledygook”. This seems a 
good place to start. ‘’Gobbledygook” is in a 
class with “finalized” (which Agriculture 
iMinistcr Harknes hopes to ban), brinkman­
ship (used to describe the type of statesman­
ship that keeps the nation on the brink of 
war), and irregardless (a double negative 
that means nothing). None is in the dic­
tionary.
There are thousands of examples of mis­
used words, trite expressions and meaning­
less phrases that could and should be banned, 
ro t only by the civil service but by all Cana­
dians. Most people say and write “less” 
when they mean “fewer”, "try and” when 
they meon "try to’, “not too often’ when 
they mean “seldom’. And about eight out 
of ten spell “accommodation’ with one "m”.
The need for improving the use of the 
Queen’s English is widespread. But we must 
he careful to maintain the line between cor­
rect English and pendantism. Winston 
Churchill illustrated the point when he 
scrawled on the edge of an essay: “This is 
the sort of pendantism up with which ....I am 
led.”
The English language has an adherent 
power of growth, for adopting and adapting 
“gobbledygook”, for recognizing elements of 
jargon that facilitate comprehension. During
the Second World War new words were 
coined by the hundred, and the supply has 
continued in the post-war years. Many of 
these are finding their way into the diction­
ary. “Fall-out” and "count-down” are but 
two of the newer terms accepted into the 
language to serve apparent needs.
In languages, as in other spheres, we tend 
to go too far too quickly in our attempt to 
make old traditions modern. It gets to the 
point where a businessman dictating a letter 
can’t think of any other word than “schmoz- 
zle” to describe a situation.
Yet there are times when a bit of jargon 
is preferable to long-winded technical ex­
planations. A scries of letters exchanged be­
tween a plumber and the United States Na­
tional Bureau of Standards proves the im­
portance of comprehension in writing. The 
plumber had successfully tried opening plug­
ged drains with hydrochloric acid,. and he 
asked the bureau whether it was sound prac­
tice. This was the reply from a bureau sci­
entist:
"The uncertain reactive process of hydro­
chloric acid places pipe in jeopardy when 
alkalinity is involved. The efficiency of the 
solution is indisputable, but the corrosive 
residue is incompatible with metallic per­
manence.”
The plumber thanked the bureau for tell­
ing him this method was “all right”. The 
scientist, disturbed about the misunderstand­
ing, showed the correspondence to his boss, 
also a scientist, who wrote to the plumber 
as follows:
“Hydrochloric acid generates a toxis and 
noxious residue which will produce submuri­
ate reactions. Consequently, some alternative 
procedure is preferable.”
Again the plumber wrote and said he 
agreed with the bureau that hydrochloric 
acid works just fine. The two harassed sci­
entists took the problem to the top boss. 
Next day the plumber received this tele­
gram:
“Don’t use hydrochloric acid. It eats hell 
out of the pipes.”
Eighty years ago today at Maple, Ontario, 
to a Presbyterian minister and his wife was 
born a son whom they christened William 
Maxwell Aitken, but who became better 
known to the world as Lord Beaverbrook, 
proprietor of the London Daily Express and 
one of the most powerful newspaper 
“barons” in the world.
Beaverbrook’s career during these past 
eighty years deservedly-would occupy-many 
columns of type, but the part of it all which 
we like best is the little hometown boy mak­
ing good and remembering that he was still 
a little town boy. Aitkens grew up in New 
Brunswick and power and money did not
make him forget his childhood in the prov­
ince. To the contrary, indeed, because he 
has lavishly endowed many of the province’s 
institutions, including the University of New 
Brunswick.
Too often in these columns we are promp­
ted to remark on a man’s good works after 
he has passed away. There is, therefore, 
satisfaction in being able to extend congratu 
lations to the little Canadian boy who be 
came a powerful newspaper lord in Britain, 
and who has behind him a long record of 
service to his adopted country and the Em­
pire which he loved so well.
Birthday Greetings and Congratulations, 
m’Lord!
"SI
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
May, 1N9
G. A. Barratt of Kelowna was 
elected chairman and P. French 
of Vernon, and A. G. Desbrisay 
of Penticton, were elected mem­
bers of the B.C. Fruit Board by 
delegates attending the annual 
statutory meeting for that pur­
pose.
Outstanding community work 
on the part of the Kelowna Gyro 
Club brought the “Ogilvie town 
of the week” award to this city. 
Formal presentation of a cheque 
for $100 was made to Gyro Club 
President Len Leathley at the 
May 24 celebration in The City 
Park on Tuesday.
20 YEARS AGO 
May, 1939
Kelowna is represented at the 
B.C. Fire Chiefs’ Association 
College at North Vancouver this 
week with a snappy team of fire 
fighters from the local brigade, 
intent on capturing once more 
the coveted honors for the best 
hose and ladder work.
TERM ITES
Big Four Parley Recognizes
s Resurgent Power
REPORT FR O M  TH E U .K .
Centenary O f Famed Big 
I Be
By JOSEPH MacSWEEN
Canadian Press Staff Writer
One thing that is quietly rec­
ognized by all the Geneva con­
ference of foreign ministers, is 
the resurgent power of Germany, 
especially West Germany.
West Germany holds what 
amounts almost to veto power 
over important Western policy 
decisions not only because it will 
be directly affected by the de­
cisions but also because of its 
independent strength. .
This was reflected at a press 
conference when Heinrich von 
Brentano, the West German for­
eign minister, said bluntly that 
the United States, Britain and 
France should refuse any sum­
mit meeting unless their rights 
in Berlin are guaranteed by 
Russia beforehand.
It wasn’t the first ’ time that 
von Brentano got his view across 
in a strong way at Geneva, al­
though he is operating on the 
sidelines. West and East Ger­
many are represented only as 
advisers at the conference,' not 
as full-fledged delegations.
HISTORIC RECOVERY
All this follows from historic 
developments: The post-war re­
covery of the West German Re­
public to a position as the strong­
est economic country in West 
Europe; and West Germany’s 
new close friendship with a tradi­
tional foe, France.
By 1962, it’s expected that the 
West German military force will
be the strongest European ele­
ment in NATO.
While these factors have en­
hanced the prestige of West Ger­
many at the Geneva meeting, 
East Germany has also climbed 
up a rung or two on the inter­
national diplomatic ladder.
Its mere presence in the con­
ference room—even as an ad­
viser—is an improvement. Its 
status was woefully dreary after 
the Second World War, as the 
plundered Soviet sector of a 
crippled Germany.
East Germany, with its popula­
tion of 17,400,000, now has be­
come Russia’s biggest trading 
partner. Diplomats say that after 
the current conference it will be 
increasingly difficult for the West 
to maintain its aloof attitude to­
ward its Communist government.
SMALL VOICE
But the East German repre­
sentative speaks in a small voice
By M. McINTYRE HOOD
Special London (Eng.)
Correspondent 
For The Dally Courier
LONDON-Big Ben, the large 
clock which rises in its tower 
above the House of Commons, 
will bo 100 years old nt the end 
of this month. Elaborate prepar­
ations are be- 
ling made, with 
|m  e m b e r s  of 
Ip n r 1 i a m e nt 
] heavily lnvolv- 
|cd, for cclebra- 
Itlons to mark 
lthc clock’s con- 
jtennry,
It was on May 
131, 1859, that
Big , Ben was 
I Installed in the 
tower of the Palace of Westmin­
ster, which is the traditional, nu- 
thcritlc name of the. Houses of 
Parliament.1 The chief cclebra- 
tlorts of the centenary will centre 
around that date In 1959
sioner of works nt that time, Sir 
Benjamin Hall, finally agreed to 
its being manufactured, and in 
1859, on May 31, its tones rang 
out for the first time.
HOW IT WAS NAMED
Even the naming of the tower 
and clock was the cause of a 
lengthy debate in the House of 
Commons. Sir Benjamin Hall, a 
somewhat burly Individual, made 
a long speech in favor of calling 
it St. Stephen’s Tower and Clock. 
When he had finished, one of the 
impntient members called out 
"Why not nnmo It ’’Big Ben’ (the
of works) and have done with 
it?" So Big Ben It has been from 
that day.
Big Ben, in the century since 
its installation, has become the 
most heard and best known clock 
In the world. Its chimes go out 
dally and nightly on the trans- 
missions of the general overseas 
service, ns well ns the home ser­
vice, of the British Broadcasting 
Corporation,
It was not until 1893 that an­
other symbol, the light on top 
of Big Bon which shines above it 
after dark when parliament Is
30 YEARS AGO . 
May, 1929
The controlling interest In the 
Commercial Orchards Ltd. has 
been acquired by Mr. Leopold 
Hayes, who has been appointed 
advisory director by the share­
holders. The company expects 
to expand its export connections 
considerably in conjunction with 
the Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd.
40 YEARS AGO 
May. 1919
Temperance leaders from all 
parts of the world will assemble 
in Toronto when the great world’s 
prohibition conference will hold 
its first formal mission in Mas- 
soy Hall. About 150 delegates, 
representing 50 nations will be in 
attendance.
50 YEARS AGO 
May, 1909
Mr. L. A. Shaw, formerly of 
Souris, P.E.I., arrived in town 
on Monday and has -secured a 
lease or premises In the Keller 
Block, which he will occupy aa 
soon as they are vacated by 
Thos. Lawson Ltd. He will open 
up business as a jeweller and 
watchmaker.
Germans, his views must be 
taken into account by the foreign 
ministers of the U.S., Britain 
and France.
Actually, von Brentano does 
not himself take his side-table 
seat at the conference.— since 
that would put him on a par with 
Lother Bolz, the East - German 
foreign minister—but leaves the 
formal speech-making to Wilhelm 
Grewe, his ambassador to Wash­
ington.
Von Brentano is alert for any 
Western weakening." -He acted 
quickly, one day, when word got 
around that the Western minis­
ters might accept a truce with 
the Russians over Berlin and 
sidetrack their peace plan for 
Germany.
Later the American, British 
and French foreign ministers 
joined .von Brentano in a state­
ment that while Berlin and other 




are drinking more than twice as 
much wine as they did before the 
Second World War.
Announcing this i t  the 100th 
meeting of the Australian wine 
board, Industry Minister Ader- 
mann said wine and brandy were 
playing an increasingly important 
part in Australian social life.
He said consumption in 1938-39 
was half a gallon per head a 
year, and today it is about iy4 
gallons.
Present wine productions in 
Australia is about 30,000,000 gal­
lons a year worth $22,250,000.
Ian Seppelt, wine board chair' 
man,- said that in the competitive 
export trade Australian sales 
were' increasing and buyers all 
over the world were recognizing 
its quality and value.
compared with von Brentano. As Russia outside the West’s pack- 
spokesman for 52,000,000 West age peace plan, such issues could
Politic ian Claims 
Ex-King "Bun
nickname of tho commissioner in session, was added,
W A . 7 /
rs
h.0WCVC1'' warnings andThe famous architect and build-; amateurs," the Wall Street man plead ngs don’t seem to have hnd 
er, Barry, who was responsible! said with disgust. | much effect.By S e n d o f  Aprl?
for the rebuilding of the Palace | “Thoy're -poor l o s e r s  and I rporo than three times ns mnnv
of Westminster, started its con- they're arrogant winners. They 
stnictibn In the year 1810, In' pick up tips and buy on them— 
that year, his wife laid the | nnd W|iCn they,get in,at the top 
foundation stone for the Houses,of the mnrkct and lose, they get
. ----------  ninny
shnres were traded on the Ameri­
can Stock Exchange thnn during 
tho snme four months last year, 
Op,the New York Stock Exchange
1 p?,rl‘nT nt’ It was not until mad, Then they start blaming t “ Whore many of tho more oxpon- 
)850 that the work.of rccopstruc- brokers and kicking the stock ox-‘ sive slinres are traded—sales are 
tlon was finished, but it was nine changes around, Wo don't whnijup '70 per cent over .last year
years more before the clock was\them mid their money. Wo don't! The exnorts insist thnt finally put in .place in the high;need them.’’ oxpeits insist that. 0*™nt
tower overlooking tho Thames
Novel Approach 
In UBC Studies 
About Arthritis
VANCOUVER (CPI—A chemi- 
cal which melts the bones of ex­
perimental animals is giving Uni­
versity of British Columbia scien­
tists a new approach to their 
study of arthritis.
Tho researchers have found 
thnt the chemical, discovered 15 
years ago in a species of sweet 
peas growing in India, can pro­
duce grotesque deformities in rats 
and mice.
Tho condition closely resembles 
that in certain types of painful 
arthritis in humnn beings nnd the 
scientists hope their findings will 
shed new light on the disease 
which disables 165,000 Canadians 
annually. ;
The research team, headed by 
Dr, H. E. Taylor, professor of 
pathology nt UBC, uses tho chom- 
icnl betn-nmlnoproplonltrll, label­
led BAPN, ns an experimental 
“bonc-malter.”
RETARDS GROWTH
Dr, Taylor has found 'rnts fed 
a little BAPN become apathetic, 
lrrntnble nnd grow to only hnlf 
the size of their normally-fed 
brothers, In addition their spines 
soften and bend into humps nnd 
S-curves, their logs bow nnd 
lumps of bone grow around somo 
of tpo Joints. \
experts insist thnL except 
, >°T <lio epidemic of speculation,
Welcome or not, however,, the today’s stock mnrkct bears no 
amateurs are out in force again, i fiimllnrity to thnt of-30 years ago. 
taking flyers nnd flings In the j Conditions are good nnd getting 
stock market. And ,onee again better, Earnings are up, Confl-
nt Westminster Bridge,,
MANY ARGUMENTS
Barry made the first; sugges . .. ............. ...... ,,
tton that a clock be installed in therein brisk busImW In tips, 
t)ie tower in 1814, four years after,rumors nnd reports straight froth 
construction of the palace was horses', mouths, 
started, The whole work of con- Even In a booming market, lions such ns this one\ involving 
idructlon, however, was hamper-1 there’s a worrisome amount 'of one of the crop'of new specula 
cd by extraordinary delays and stopk—mostly low-priced shines tors: , , ” ' ,,
clenco Is returning after the re 
cent dip. ' ,
The pros nre worried by sltua-
\many vicissitudes,.
\ There were enough arguments' there are full - blowh
|On \u roller coaster ride, And A man fielded n hot tip, called
between nrchttecli and , govern­
ment to write a book about 
them, Indeed, thero Is an old 
txmk which tells a good deal of 
ihe atory.
Although the suggestion lor 
the dock was first made lu 1814, 
i» was not until after the com- 
i Ictlon and occupation of the
cases of Ills broker 'and sank $1,000 in 912
ivrves among llie. market profes-j shares w i t h  o u t knowing what 
kIô ius who fpnr thnt h lot of i kind of n cojnpony it was, Six 
baby bulls will soon turn into I weeks latch ho sold the stock with 
shorn Inmbs. In $i ,mx) profit—and took hi* wife
It isn’t thnt tho pros don’t want 
tho public to buy stocks; They
nnd fotir kldH on,, n Caribbean 
cruise. Upon his return he picked 
up imethertlp niul confldently re- 
un-;|leated the procedure, At Inst re­
just
do, under proper circumstances,
It's t h e  uninitiated, the u-!p t  tluv t:
Informed, out , to make « fast 'alxlul the dog he's holding
, ul»ce that sanction was given buck gambling on Ihe mnrkct;|>ort, however, the,stock dropped 
Lv ns Installation. Tho commb- who alarm them. , ' and i f  still sinking, •
'Q' ’’ i • ' 1 ' ■ -n *
Curiously, Dr. Tnylor snys, the 
damage can bo reversed by de­
lating BAPN from tho animals’ 
diet, The deformed rnts then gain 
Weight r a p i d l y ,  their bones, 
straighten nnd In three weeks 
they are almost back to normal.
“But this does not paean that 
humans develop degenerative ar­
thritis through eating a substance 
thnt c o n  bn 1 n s* BAPN,’ Dr, 
Thomas explained.
“.There is no intention to say 
thnt BAPN or any similar chem­
ical is involved in tho humnn 
disease."
lie said tho ejects produced in 
animals are only g research tool, 
a way to produce conditions sim­
ilar to arthritis In hutrmns bo thnt 
similarities may bo , found be­
tween the two. v ,
Tho study is part of work being 
done finder a f 10,000 grnnt made 
by the Canadian Arthritis and
By ETIENNE DUPUCII
NASSAU, Bahamas (Reuters)— 
The ghost of Sir Harry Oakes, 
multi-millionaire victim of one of 
the most sensational unsolved 
murders in modern crime, is 
walking the sunny beaches of 
this resort island again.
Sixteen years after Oakes, who 
made his fortune in the Northern 
Ontario goldfields, was clubbed 
to death as he lay asleep in bed 
questions again nre being asked.
WOULD REOPEN CASE
The renewed interest In the 
slaying has resulted chiefly from 
the intervention of a local pol­
itical leader, Cyril Stevenson, 
secretary of tho minority Liberal 
Progressive .Party in the Island’s 
House of Assembly. Stevenson 
last week put a resolution through 
the Assembly asking the govern­
ment to reopen the investigation 
and to call in Scotland Yard to 
help.
It was during the night of July 
7, 1943—a night swept by a howl­
ing tropical storm and crashing 
thunder—thnt'Onkos was killed.
The victim—worth an estimated 
$200,000,000—developed tho Lake- 
shore Gold Mine in Kirkland Lake 
Ont., ftut spent most of his time 
in Nnssnu afterward to benefit 
from the libornl tax laws here,
FEATHERS AND FIRE
Ho wns . found in the morning 
with his hend smashed by three 
blows, An attempt had boon made 
to burn bed nnd body nnd the 
bed wns littered with chicken 
feathers In a strange voodoo 
touch,
Tho "prime suspect was his 
Frcnqh-bdrn son-in-law. Count Al­
fred do Mnrlgny, husband of 
dniightor Nancy, wns charged 
with murder,
Nancy sprang to her husband’s 
defence and after n sensational 
trial, do Mnrlgny wns ncqulttcd, 
Eighteen months later she got an 
nnullmcnt.
During the.,-case, Nancy en­
gaged Rftymotjd Schindler, On 
American,- prlvntc\ detective, Ip 
help 'wlth-Jho Investigation,
ENOUGlf EVIDENCE
Stevenson sold In the House 
Inst Tuesday "that Schindler )t«uj 
sufficient’evidence to hang the 
mnn''who* killed Oakes, -i < 
He said thnt lie had conferred
t h e y  Grow  b ig '
One British Columbia-grown 
tree with a butt diameter of 12 
feet and a length.of 278 feet will 
yield 105,000 board, feat, chough
lumber to  ̂build* eight„houges.
with Schindler in Miami and 
Schindler had told him “ that this 
man who wanted Oakes out of the 
way was too powerful a force to 
bring to trial.”
Schindler said later in New 
York that he had no new evi­
dence but he reaffirmed his or­
iginal contention that the Ba­
hamas government had refused 
him permission to investigate 
when he offered to break the 
case in 1944,
BLAMES DUKE
“The whole case was bungled 
by the Duke of Windsor (who 
was colonial governor nt the 
time),” Stevenson said. “I feel It 
Is Imperative that the Duke of 
Windsor come to Nassau to re­
veal information he has at his 
disposal. . . . "
The new developments are not 
the first resumption of the case.
In 1950, a man told police in 
California that he know the murd­
erer’s name, This started a brief, 
new investigation, which spread 
ns far ns Cnnndn. But tho invest­
igation petered out.
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B.C. GIANTS
The forest giants of British 
Columbia—Douglas fir, red cedar, 
Sitka spruce and western hem­
lock—are the nation’s biggest 
lumber producers.
552 DIFFERENT STAMPS $1
[MONACOl fOSTC AttmNNt
AUSTRALIAN GEMS 
Almost all high - grade opals 
come from Australia, whore tho 
first black opnl wns found 50 
yenrs ago.
BIBLE BRIEF.-';:
The clouds drop dom t-flu  4<«i 
—Proverbs
God t̂iUinkft evert. oC tltrihevp  
Id dttfcft-Itmds, 'WitKout -lho dew
. , . ..........  they would |icrljih, We ore the
Rheumatism Society for research, sheep of His pasture. 1
When should you 
Insurance
Tho best time Is when you are young beenuse 
then annual premiums arc low, Hut many young . 
married men face’ a dilemma. They decide to 
postpone the purchase of life Insurance till their 
family situation creates n greater need, However, 
they find Idler thnt premiums nre higher and ’ ’ 
in tho meantime, (hey run tho risk of being 
uninsurablc, Here’s a sound forniula for meeting 
the problem, it’s Milnufactuixrs Life’s ‘‘Security 
Graph plus G,I,B," -  Security Graph helps avoid 
cosily postponements by settingup a plan for buying 
Insurance according to future needs and ability 
to pay, G.l.ll. is a new policy rider that enables 
the buyer of a new policy to purchase more insurance 
at regular rates at specific dates in the future — 
regardless of changes of health or occupation,
, Talk to the, Man from Manufacturers Life about . 
this now security formula today.
A
Sixteen Drivers 
Head For Death, 
Manitoba Claims
WINNIPEG (CP) — Manitoba 
has 5,000 dangerous drivers and 
probably 16 of these could be­
come involved in fatal accidents, 
says the provincial highways 
branch.
The branch bases ib  report on 
Manitoba's point system for keep­
ing tab on drivers involved in. ac­
cidents o r , violations of . traffic 
rules. Points are assessed against 
them in a sqalq rising according 
to the seriousness of thO offence.
The dangerous 5;Q0O arc those 
who have piled up eight points or 
more. Their involvenipnt rate in 
fatal accidents, whlch.the branch 
says can be predicted-With a fair 
degree of 'acuracy, ig ■ 32 per 
10,000. . • . '
pr o b l e m  d r iv e r s  I ■' -
Another; 2,800 :of:thd 8jo,obo li. 
censed, drivers in .Manitoba "are 
called “problefti-drivors’’’-, 'with a 
record of from five to seven 
points.
In the “questionable” category 
are some 50,000 drivers, having 
collected up to five points.
The large majority of drivers 
however are classified as 
“clean” , having been licensed for 
more than a year with no points 
listed against them. -There- are 
240,000 drivers in this category.
The involvement rate* of the 
‘ dangerous" .drivers however is 
much lower than imforrijer years, 
the branch says; This Is because 
more and more drivers in this 
class have been suspended for 
longer periods: * ■
Last year 133 drivers were in­
volved in fatal accidents in the 
province. Three left the scenp and 
never were identified, while 11 
were not residents of Manitoba.
The “involvement” rates .are 
based on records .of ihe otheb-119 
fatal-accident -driversC
F. D. It at his lavorltt hobby 
U your quest ba discovery—you’U find 
thia world wida collectloa ■ veritable 
treasure! Catalog value is well ovar 111 .. 
and — not a  slngla dupllcatsl Stamps 
honoring Roosevelt and Queen Kllssbelh 
plus the Gracs Kelly Wedding Set »nd tha 
locals o( Lundy Island are all Included! 
This fine collectloa hai -been awarded 
Parent's Magaslne C«mn)endqtloq 'Beal 
and has delighted thousands oi loUectors. 
It la offered to Introduce our approval ser­
vice-write today—you'll find tha thrill 
of discovery Is surely worth $1, DEPT. 191, 
ELMONT STAMP CO., «! W. SS ST., N.T.I
ioi r a d io  b ld g ,—ph o n e  r o  2*5:811
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Oyama Growers Protest 
Hike In Truck Licences
OYAMA — At a meeting of the I 
Oyama local of the BCFGA, held 
recently growers passed a resoy 
lution protesting the proposed in- ( 
crease in truck license rates in 
sofar as they affect farm trucks.
The local also decided tu ask 
that experiments in rodent con­
trol be carried out in this area 
next year.
A lengthy discussion on the! 
spray material “Seven” and its 
effect on bees and its several 
other possible far-reaching ef­
fects, culminated in the local de-1 
ciding to write to the Dominion 
Experimental Farm giving them 
the meeting's views on the sub­
ject.
H. W. Byatt, overnor of B.C. 
Tree Fruits Ltd., stated that it 
was still too early to forecast the 
probable size of the 1959 apple 
crop. He said that, after a recent 
trip to Washington State, two 
qualified staff members of B.C. 
Tree Fruits Ltd. agreed that the 
Washington crop would be down, 
but that accurate estimating of 
their crop or ours at this time 
was not possible.
The next couple of weeks should 
give a far better indication.
BIRDS O F A  FEA T H ER  T O  M A R K  A N N IV E R S A R Y
Six crested Sabres of the 
RCAF's “Golden Hawks” preci­
sion acrobatic team fly in ech­
elon formation during warm­
ups for their cross-country tour
of Canada this summer. First 
aerobatic team of the RCAF to 
tour the Dominion since pre- 
Second World War days, the 
Hawks’ appearances will help
mark the 35th anniversary of 
the RCAF and the golden an­
niversary of flight in Canada. 
The aircraft they fly, approp­
riately enough, are painted a 
gleaming gold. Markings are 
red and white.
(National Defence Photo)
R. Nyffeler and S. Black, dele­
gates to the recent special gen­
eral meeting of the BCFGA, held 
last month in Penticton, gave 
their report dealing in detail 
with those resolutions that were 
of greatest interest to the Oyama 
local. j
ENCOURAGING REPORT j 
A. W. Gray gave an encourag- j 
ing report on Sun-Rypc sales, but 
stated that sufficient fruit of suit-; 
able varieties for some special | 
products was a real problem. ;
Allan Claridge reported on \ 
action taken on some of the reso- j 
lutions passed recently at the 
conventions held in Vernon and 
Penticton and stated that a com­
mittee had been set up to carry 
out the intent of a resolution from 
Winfield-Okanagan Centre, that 
would seek to give the growers | 
more stability in income. I
He said this committee real-' 
ized that this whs not a short or | 
easy job, but that they would at­
tempt to devise a plan, which i| 
would be presented to tire grow-' 
ers for their consideration and if 
accepted would be then carried j| 
| to the provincial and federal gov- ;| 
ernmonts.
Brenda Thomson Crowned M ay 
Queen In Indoors Celebration
The Daily Courier
KELOWNA and INTERIOR
Kelowna, British Columbia Monday, May 25, 1959 rose 3
Penticton M ayor M u m ; 
Eventful Meet
PENTICTON (CP) — Mayor 
Charles Oliver, back from talks 
with provincial officials about his 
continued refusal to authorize a 
$6,000 order for pipe approved 
by council, says his trip was 
fruitful. . ;
Bat apart from that the mayor
talks with Municipal Affairs Min­
ister Black and deputy minister 
J. E. Brown.
Mr. Oliver went to Victoria 
Wednesday after the Tuesday 
meeting of city council was ad­
journed without any business be­
ing transacted. The mayor had
Atom W ar 
Waged on 
Coddlers
OYAMA—May Day celebrations 
in Oyama had to be held in the 
Community Hall this year due 
to the wet weather Victoria Day. 
The afternoon started with a 
procession around the hall, led 
by the retiring May queen Sandra 
Thomson. and her attendants 
Susan Byatt, Marietta Brown 
and Pat Nairne, followed by this 
year’s queen, Brenda Thomson, 
and her attendants Gladys 
Witzke, Jill Oram and Joanne 
Appleton.
The crowning of the queen 
took place on the stage. Ira 
Thomson, acting "emcee” wel­
comed the parents and visitors.
Winners in the various classes 
of decorated vehicles were: Bi­
cycle—Diane Karras; tricycle— 
Clara Russo; doll carriage— 
Trudy Trewhitt; wagon — John 
Stephen; comic costume—Kenny 
Dungate.
Games for all age groups fol­
lowed for .the remainder of the 
afternoon. The Kalamalka Wom­
en’s Institute provided tea in the 
Memorial Hall for the adults, 
while the Canadian Legion sup­
plied ice cream and pop to the 
Children.
for musical chairs: Mark Gin- 
gell, Sara Byatt, Colleen Sproule, 
Janice Nairne.
Winners in the sack race were: 
(Grade I> Beverly Trewhitt, De- 
lorese Sherri; (grade II) Teresa J 
Trewhitt, David Young: (grade ;| 
III) Maureen Kenny, Lois Tuck-! 
er: (grade IV) Isa Russo, Connie! 
Haber; (grade V) Esther Neitch, j 
Kristine Kushner. I
Mrs. R, Nyffeler was the or-! 
ganizer for the evening and had; 
an excellent program w i t h j 
games, community singing and I 
dancing for young and old. I
Saturday had little to say about refused to call to a vote a resolu-
*— ------- :---- ------—  1 ‘ tion authorizing purchase of the
irrigation pipe to replace pipe 
in a line from Skaha Lake.
Purchase of the pipe has been 
approved by a majority of coun-
Election of a new slate of of- cil but the ma>’or has halted the
Toastmasters Elect 
Officers Tonight
ficers.', will highlight Kelowna 
Toastmasters’ weekly meeting to­
night, Which also will include 
table topics and formal talks, in­
cluding one by Jim Horn on his 
recent overseas trip.
A three-man nominating com­
mittee comprising Don MacGil- 
livrary, Art Drake and Bruce 
MacMillan, was appointed by 
President Ed Boyd three weeks 
ago.
order. The dispute has lasted 
four months.
CLERK UNDECIDED
City Clerk H. G. Andrews told 
city council the Municipal Act 
did not make it clear whether he 
was to obey the council or the 
mayor.
While the mayor was in Vic­
toria, five of the six aldermen 
held a meeting of council at
which a letter was read from 
city solicitor P. D. ,0’Brian say­
ing the mayor had no right to 
overrule a majority of council.
The meeting then passed a 
resolution saying city employees 
must obey orders of council or 
face disciplinary action by it.
Mayor Oliver said Saturday he 
obtained "information on another 
matter related to this pipe issue” 
but did not elaborate.
He said he conferred with a 
number of persons beside the 
municipal affairs ‘ official.
Asked if he expected an event­
ful council meeting today, he 
said “I would judge so.”
T O D A Y 'S  STOCK Q U O T A T IO N S
TORONTO i CP i — Most sec­
tions of the stock market were 
firmer today amid heavier morn­
ing trading.
Industrials and senior . base 
metals were the strongest groups: 
Western oils had a %-point index 
loss despite a- total of more 
gains than losses in the group 
Golds were virtually unchanged 
on index.
The 11 n.m. volume of 966,000 
shares was one of the hca'
In the last two weeks,
Trading in all soctloris was 
narrow, Industrial, changes were 
generally fractional but cxccp 
tions Included U,S, Ford, up 1M 
at 69%, and Ford of Canada J  
stock, up Ha at 173 followlnf 
Friday’s 33%-polnt leap,
Banks were strong, with Rdyn 
up a.point to at1« and Toronto- 
Dominion, Novn Scotia, Mon 
and Imperial all gaining frac­
tion,^
Auto Electric a n d Nla 
Wire B led the Industrial lo 
cnch dipping %.
Golds had a few more >
. tt»nn losses but all wero si 
Coppers were strong, with nd- 
v a n 0’C s outnumbering dec" 
more than t\yq-to*one, Can- 
featured with an lB-ccnt clln 
$1,93,
Senior base m c t n 1 a m 
fractionally h i g h e r .  Uran 
had a few m o r e  gains than 
l o s s e s , \  ’•
, Western oils had dovcral flVe- 
and 10-ccnt gnlns and the ad­
vances .slightly outnumbered thfc 
lasses, ,' ■ \
Quotations supplied by 
Okanagan Investments Ltd.
280 Bernard Ave.'
Members of the Investment;
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
Today’* Eastern Prices'
(as at 12 noon I
INDUSTRIALS
SUMMERLAND B.C. (CP)—An 
atom-era war has been declared 
on the . codling moth which an­
nually destroys thousands of dol­
lars worth of fruit in the Okana­
gan district.
A machine designed by Atomic 
Energy of Canada Limited, using 
radioactive cobalt-60, will be put 
into use at the federal govern­
ment’s experimental station here;,
First of its kind in Canada, it is GRAND MARCH 
being rented by the agriculture 
department from Atomic Energy 
of Canada,
Engineer M.G. Brown says cod­
ling moths will be raised at the 
farm, sterilized in the machine 
and then released to mate with 
fertile females. In time it is 
hoped to wipe out the moth which 
lays its eggs on fruit, mainly 
apples.
Dr. James Marshal, head of the 
entomology laboratory at the sta­
tion, said similar machines have 
been’ used by United States and 
Dutch scientists to wipe out the 
screw worm pest.
The queens and their attend­
ants, escorted by their fathers, 
led the grand march to start the 
evening’s entertainment. Prizes 
for the games in the ^afternoon 
were presented to the ^following
LO W LA N D  FLO O D IN G
Mission Creek A t  New Peak; 
Mill Creek Down 10 Inches
Con. M. and S. 20% 21%
Crown Zell (Can) 23% 24%
Dis, Seagrams 32% 33
Dorn. Stores 79 80
Dom, Tar 16% 17
Fam Play 23% 23%
Ford "A” 172% 173
Ford U.S. 69 69%
Ind, Ac. Corp. 37 , 37%
Inter Nickel 89% 89%
Kelly "A" 9% 10%
Kelly Wts. 6.10 6.25
Labatts 29 Vi 30
Massey 15% 15%
MacMillan “B” 50% 41
Ok. Helicopters 4.50 4.60
Ok. Tele 12% 12%
Powell River 38 38%
A, V. Roe 9% 10%
Steel of Cnn 75% 76%
Taylor P and C 19 19%
Wnlkcrs 34% 34%
W.C. Steel 8% 8%
Woodward "A” , 23% 24
Woodwards Wts. 11% 12%
OILS AND GASES
B,A. Oil 37% 37%
Can Delhi 7% 7%
Cnn Husky 11 11%
Cnn Oil , 30% 30%
Home “A” v 17% 17%
Imp. Oil 41% 41%
Inland Gns 6 6%




Con, Dennison 13% 14
Anxieties borne by, residents 
along Mill (Kelowna) Creek now 
being shouldered by those
:om the city to the Okanagan 
lission'hrea.
While government officials ox-
closely. The creek reached 
Ighest peak of the year Sun- 
and evidence of seepage 
flooding can bo seen nil around 
the mouth of the creek, on both 
sides of Lakeshore road.
Meanwhile, Mill Creek has gone 
down about 10 inches front the 
highest mnrk of the year it 
reached during the middle of 
last week. Barring n cloudburst, 
there is every reason to believe 























Ahttibi 34% 35 Grouped Accum,1 5.55
yMgoma ' 37% , 38% Investors Mut. 11,56
Ilk, of Mil., 57% 57% Mutual Inc. 5.28
11,C, Forent , 16% , 16% Mutual Acc, 7,69
n.C, Power 1 1 , 38% 39% North Am. Fund 1M3
n,C. Tele 45% 36% AVERAGES
ncll Tele 42% 43% N,Y. -  -t-2.12
Can Brew y 41 41% Toronto — +  .37 ' • V
Can. Cement 32% 33 EXCHANGE
CPU 28% 28% U.S,' -  4%' ■




















Jury Acquits Youths 
On Charge O f Rape
An assize court Jury at Vernon 
last week took only 15 minutes 
to return an acquittal verdict In 
the trial of two Osoyoos youths 
charged with rape.
Found not guilty of assaulting 
n 19 - year • old wpmnn near 
Osoyoos Sept. 30 wero Herbert 
Stanley Lctbobc, 21, logger, and 
Steve Toth J r„  20, cat skinner.
Auto Rounded 
Curve Too Fast
RCMP nt Vernon have Indicat­
ed a charge of driving without 
duo care and attention against 
the driver of n Kelowna car that 
rolled over several times down 
the embankment along Kala- 
mnlkn Lake, about four miles 
south of Vernon, Frldny, May 15.
Three youths In the ear all 
escaped serious, injury hut were 
treated In hospital before re­
leased. The auto was a \total 
wreck,- .......■
Police nllcRc the driver took 
a corner too fast and plowed 
into (ho left front end of n riorth 
bdhnd car, driven by Stanley 
Paelnil, 23, of Winnipeg, \M 
PaclmI and two occupants I 
his car were shaken up. >
year—and the city and Five 
Bridges and Woodlawn district 
got off better than expected.
The Daily Courier provided its 
readers with dally checks on the 
level of Mill creek during the past 
two weeks. The figures were pro­
vided by Henry Herzog, who has 
a gauge and keeps records of 
the creek which flows right be­
side his home in the Five Bridges 
district.
" H o t "  Wires Kill 
Ex-Vernon M an
By Courier Coresrpondent
VERNON-Word has been re­
ceived here of the accidental 
death, while working, of a form­
er Vernon resident, Martin Ter­
rence O’Brian, 29, of Edmonton,
He was electrocuted , while 
working with n railway telegraph 
crew. A wire lie was holding 
touched a high tension line carry­
ing 22,000 volts to an industrial 
plant 20 miles east of Edmonton. 
Funeral sorvice was held in Ed­
monton,
Surylvlng Is his, widow, Doris, 
three children and his parents, 
Mr, and Mrs, Martin Q'Brlnn, 
nlso two aunts In Vernon, Mrs, 
Ann Wernick and Mrs. T. W, F. 
McNair.
~r e s^  ':
SUMMERLAND -  Dr. C, J. 
Bishop, acting, director of Sum- 
merlnnd research station since 
September, Is leaving fpr a now 
position In Eastern' Canada. Suc­
cessor has not boc^: named ns 
yet. 'i,)- ,
Vokes Will Make 
Final Inspection 
Before Retiring
VERNON — Major - General 
Chris Vokes, general officer com­
manding Western Command, will 
hold his final inspection of reg­
ular and militia units in B.C, at 
the end of this month and begin­
ning of June. He is due to retire 
on July 1.
Gen. Vokes will arrive in Ver­
non Monday, June 1 and inspect 
units in the interior from Kam­
loops, Salmon Arm, Armstrong, 
Vernon, Kelowna and Penticton.
All these units will parade at 
the Vernon army camp at 8:30 
p.m. June L The following day, 
General Vokes will go to Trail.
General Vokes has been In 
charge of the Western Command 
since 1950.
Father O f  Local 
Man Succumbs 
A t  Salmon Arm
William H. Tucker, well-known! 
resident of the Silver Creek dis­
trict and father of CPR tugboat; 
employee Douglas Tucker of Kel- j 
owna, died May 17 at the Shu-1 
swap Lake general hospital at j 
Salmon Arm.
Born in Toronto 89 years ago,] 
he homesteaded for 10 years at] 
Lacombe, Alta., leaving there in ] 
1905 to come to Armstrong. He 
planted an orchard at Deep Creek 
(Hullcart in 1906 but the following 
year sold out and moved to Ver­
non. ^or several years he was] 
employed by the Vernon Irrig­
ation District. He moved to Silver 
Creek in 1939.
Besides his son in Kelowna, he 
leaves one other son, Norman, 
Bristol, Tenn.: one daughter,
Mrs. Alfred Johnson of Silver 
Creek; four grandsons and a] 
great-grandson. He was prede-j 
ceased by his wife in 1937 and 
by two sons, Robert and John, in 
1930.
Funeral was held at Salmon 
Arm Thursday, with Rev. Mr. | 
Beck of Ehmmanucl Baptist j 
church, Vernon, officiating. Burial 
was in the Vernon cemetery, be- 
side the grave of his wife. !
NOTCH HILL MAN DIES
SALMON ARM — Robert W. 
Chitty, 75, a resident of Notch 
Hill for 13 years, died here May 
15 after a brief illness.
SIIUSWAP LEVEL UP
SALMON ARM—Level of Shus-] 
wap Lake went up slightly more 
than two feet during the past] 
week. -
T O D A Y  and T U E S D A Y
^  The most 
wonderfu 
yam  a 
motion picture 
ever spun
M lfc H M I '
M U « [ !  
-JLUIHOW .




’ ' • • NOVELTY FEATURETTE
“tHE, ORDEAL OF THOMAS MOON”
Doom Open 0:30. — 2 Complete Programs 7:00 and 0:00
P A R A M O U N T
Plan to Attend the
GIANT
KINSMEN
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20 Games for $2 00 
Come Early.. .
There is Room For 
1,000 Autos
ADVANCE TICKET SALES 
, \ Available from 
luck Copps Smoko Shop 
•V Ercnch’ii Drug Store 
\ Long Super Drugs and 
Boyd Drlvc-ln
All proceeds raised will be used for 
Community Enterprises
Help the K INSM EN. . .
. Help the Community• •
i
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For Heady 10-1 Victory
The Kelowna Labatts 







. v iW S *
found the seventh, going In himself for (Tostenson at first, 
be a * turn *t first sack. | Gatin pitched a
! Holmes accounted for one ofi game, striking out 
j the Labs’ two "double plays in route, undisturbed even 
Playing before a good house in the first, snagging a hot liner 
Kamloops under threatening-and tagging the base runner, 
skies, the newly-named Labatts!and Gerry Goyer picked up a 
took a 10-1 trouncing from the]hot drive in the eighth to tag the 
Kamloops Okonots, and wound up runner and make the throw to 
by getting soaked with rain into
the bargain.
The Labs starting pitcher, Jack 
Denbow, was blasted for eight 
hits in 5*i innings, and Ray 
Scott was tickled for six in his 
relief role, as the booming bat 
of Okies’ first baseman Buck 
Buchanan accounted for six runs 
on three homers over the short 
right field fence (272 feet'.
TWO-HITTER ________
Len "Rubber Arm" Gatin pitch-] PAQE 4 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MONDAY, MAY 25. 195#land
(Buchanan tagged him for the (header at Summerland, 10-8 for 
touch ball1 f 'rst homer, nicking it just over!Summerland and 11-3 for Trail, 
ten* in thc the on the right field! Penticton came through with a
undisturbed even by the1 fenc0- Currie dropped a liner into I ninth-inning, three-run rally that
rain which pelted down in buck- j centre and Collier sliced one;snapped off \ emon$ winning 
ets for the last three innings of down •t e *tJ ba*e H'ie‘ stretching streak. 7-b. 
the game. - ]»t lnt0 a double. Currie started i j n e  SCORES:
Denbow had a two-hitter going the steal for home and McDow ell > Kelowna 000 010 000* 1 5 2
in the bottom of the fourth when reached for the pitch, bunting it Kamloops , 000 414 010-10 14 3
and making it to first when Den­
bow threw home.
LONG HOMER
GEORGE INC H S  - SPORTS EDITOR
ed the full distance for the win-; 
ners, giving up only two hits, 
one of them a long homer over] 
ileft centre field fence by Don, 
Holmes. The veteran playing- 1 
coach had better fielding back-! 
ing than Labs’ Hank Tostenson,: 
who had to shuffle his infield in]
W’—Gatin. L—Denbow. HR — 
Kamloops, Buchanan, 3: Kelowna 
Holmes.
„  . . . . , , Vernon 000 122 100-6 8 4
Holmes long homer took some;pentlcton. m  ooi  303-7 12 4
of the sting out of the Okies big- W-Er.glesby. L-Staff. 
inning, in the top of the fifth, hut »
any thoughts of a rally died when1 q10 q_g 7 4
Currie stopped a screaming]cu‘mmerbnd , 120 m  x-10 9 8 
hner off the bat of newcomer ]w_ King. L-Seaman.
Bob Pearson to retire the side. s econrt 
Buchanan drew a base on b e i n g ^  415 000 010-11 11 2
hit by a pitch, Currie walked, Summer,.d 200 001 000- 3 9 3 
Buchanan came in on a |®8'UP1\v_Soaman. L—Chapman. 
McDowell doubled off the; ___________ _
%
m
BOW LERS STAGE W IND-UP
Captains of the top teams in 
the Tuesday five-pin mixed 
league are seen above with 
their president and their "loot." 
Kneeling in centre is Harvey 
Citibank of the Strikes, win­
ners of "B" event. Standing, 
left to right, Charlie. Hawkins, 
of Woody Woodpeckers, win­
ners of championship; prexy 
Joe Fisher, and Alex Kowal- 
chuk of Barr and Anderson,
winner of "A" event and team 
high triple. Inset shows bowl­
ing alley manager Hank Lang- 
let and Eileen Haggen enjoy­
ing themselves at the wind-up.
(right field fence before Scott] 
came in to retire the side.
Gatin drew a walk off Scott,] 
Kato drove a hot grounder that« 
Schaefer bobbled at third, Fow-j 
les drove one past Holmes at! 
first and Buchanan whaled out a* 
two-run homer for another big! 
frame. j
Scott had the bases loaded! 
The Hotspurs had an uphill 1 ed the game due to "maternity,",gainst him twice in the seventh! 
struggle yesterday in Cache]his wife having given oirth to a . “ut ,. jS*l!ns.?n s Ju>;gled,
Creek, but managed to come boy on Saturday, and'half backs!inf', supplied better support, 
home with a 1-1 tie. ] Brian Roche and Peter Pohlman,'^1’1' a caU'h on a ^u]'1 J5.'1
Hampered by a player shortage'two of the club’s sturdiest de- Johnn-v Clllos- il hot catch by
Gordon Retires 
From Blues Net
o “ S  hockey that" saw Them ” playing without! fence set-up, were 
team announced^Thursdaynightitheir big guns, the ’Spurs came (make the trip.
«^#.i\.i -̂crv\ncnrpH h«n„„rt hnn.iup with a valiant struggle on the! Both forwards Henry Haas and
unable
T u e s d a y  F i v e - P i n  L e a g u e  
W i n d s  U p  '  B e s t  Y e a r ”  Y e t
t0 Frank Fritz at third and a shoe- 
(String pick-up by Tostenson down 
the first-base line helping out
o« a nvie. nn red a aue o -! P Wl n u m. u kkic- u« m  oum jui iu ncm.v n« » « ulth(? causc
oring the Canadians, that he is ]10.0®11 pitch, battling high winds Heinz Hiller missed the game,] Buchanan’s singleton homer in 
retiring from hockey. (with a 10-man lineup. also, making it pretty lean pick-:the ^g^th capped the scoring,
8 | Forward Fred Heinzlman came:mgs for the lineup. land wound up an unhappy day,
With his wife, Audrey, Gordon up with the  ̂ Spurs’ goal, on a|^ In j other action, Kamloopsjfor the Labatts. 
goes back to Calgary at the end1 ‘ ~
of May. Gordon came to Vernon 
from Kamloops Chiefs in 1954.
He has been a steady performer 
in the Canadians’ net, backing 
them for the Allan Cup win in 
1955-58, and keeping a sparkling 
goal in the trek to the 1959 finals 
against Whitby Dunlops.
The gels from tin* Orchard 
City hiul a ball in the Invitational 
Sweepstakes here Saturday.
Hosting the vallev-wide golf 
tourney for the distaff set, the 
local gals shone as Ev Green 
edged In Guile of Penticton for 
the top spot, and Helen Van der 
Vlict walked off with the low net. 
Under beautiful sunny skiespass from Derek Beardsell, giv-]United dumped Vernon Hi-Lifes ln ther iea,,ue action Trail
ing the locals a much-earned tie. 4-2, leaving the 'Spurs in second L d Summerland snlit a double- and Wlth temperatures ln ,tho 
Coach Bob McKinstry pro-(spot, provided Revelstoke Inter-]' " ,70‘s, the tourney was a complete
nounced the effort by the ’Spurs! nationals won their game against 
a "tremendous” performance, ] Lumby. Otherwise, Kelowna
and said he was certain they 
could have won with more play­
er depth.
Centre man John Wiebe miss-
would be in first by half a game.
The ’Spurs host Lumby this 
week in a Wednesday game in 
City Park Oval.
M O R E SPORTS 
O N  P A G E 7
success.
This Thursday will be Tomb, 
stone Day for the ladies, with 
the business staging their regu« 
lar draw following the Ladies* 
section play.
The Tuesday five-pin league 1 Men’s High Single—Doug Clow- 
wound up the most successful er, 341.
year in their history on Saturday 
at the Legion hall.
The bowlers, in returning presi­
dent Joe Fisher by acclamation, 
gave him a rousing ovation for 
his work in making the league 
a 16-team success. I
Fisher, however, gave a lot of 
the credit to alley manager Hank' 
Langlet, who had "done more for 
bowling" than any of his pre­
decessors. He also gave credit 
to the Courier for bowling cov­
erage throughout the season.
FIRST YEAR
Langlet, winding up his first 
year as manager of the alley 
housing the league, expressed 
gratification at the manner in 
which the bowling had gone dur­
ing the winter, with the Tuesday 
league bowling a regular “A" 
and "B" flight for the first time 
in their history, and said he was 
planning to keep the alleys open 
this summer for enthusiasts.
The executive selected to help 
president Fisher handle the 
league affairs next year were: 
Vice-president, A1 Kuly of 
Wcstbank; secretary Jerry Shel­
ley; treasurer, Carl Neufeld; 
statistician, Ken Clark.
In the awards, the "Woody 
Woodpeckers" c a p t u r e d  the 
championship, with Charlie Haw­
kins accepting the trophy. 
OTHER AWARDS 
Ladles’ High Single — Lilian 
Hawkins, 324.
Ladies’ High Triple — Dolores 
Clark, 712.
Ladies’ High Average — Helen 
Mosdcll, 176.
Men’s High Triple — Woody 
Truitt, 793. (And overage, 209.'
Men’s High Average — Bill 
Poelzer, 205.
Team High Triple—Barr and 
Anderson, 3,208.
Team High Single—Al’s Clob­
bers, 1,241.
“A” Event—Barr and Ander­
son, 5,088 for five games.
"B” Event—Strikes, 4,566.
Following their banquet and 
business meeting, the league 
bowlers staged a dance.
Can love Shell
Bedraggled Aces Win 
Rain-Soaked Contest
The Super-Valu Aces were 
brighter than, the weather yester­
d ay / as they beat the North 
Kamloops Blue Angels in Kam­
loops, 18-13.
Starting in wringing - wet 
weather, following the OMBL 
game, the gals were slated to 
play a doubleheader, but settled 
for the single under sopping 
skies.
It was a close ball game until 
the Aces pulled ahead in the 
fifth and never looked back, be­
hind the 15-hit pitching of Olive 
Pope. The Aces committed seven 
errors and the Angels were guilty 
of ten in the cold and clammy 
weather.
TOP HITTER
Anita Stewart was top of the 
hit parade with four-for-five in 
a sparkling day at bats, one of 
them a smashing triple. Judy 
Biechcl, Muriel Fielder and Pope 
each hit twice in the victory.
Burris smashed out a two-run 
homer in the losing cause, nnd 
Brenan earned three hits, in four
trips to the plate, with Comeau 
hitting four-for-five.
The Aces had a chance for a 
bundle in the first, on two hits, 
a sacrifice and three walks, but 
three died ,on base when Pope 
flied out, and they had to settle 
for three. The Arigels came back 
to tie it up in the bottom of the 
frame, and the clubs split the 
second, two apiece.
Aces went ahead by one run 
in the third, added six in the 
fourth, but the Angels pumped 
in five in the bottom of the fifth, 
and it was a 12-10 ball game.
The Aces collected four runs 
in \he fifth, blanked the Angels 
and added two in the sixth, to 
cap the score, Angels counted 
three in the bottom of the eighth.
The Aces, top dogs in the 
league and defending interior 
champs, host Armstrong here 
Thursday.
LINE SCORE:
Kelowna 321 642 0-18 15 
Kamloops 320 503 0-13 15 10
S EN IO R  H O C K EY  SCHEDULES 
S EC O N D  M E E T IN G  T H U R S D A Y
The Kelowna Senior Hotkey ■ Ass’n . will hold their 
second "annual" meeting in the Mezzanine Room of the 
Centennial Hall Thursday at 7:30.
Some members of the incumbent executive met with 
members ol city council and arena commission recently, 
nnd the suggestions discussed by them will be put forth 
at Thursday's meeting, it is believed.
No release has been made on the outcome of the 
meeting, but it is believed co-op hockey wns discussed.
Chiefs Lose Scalp Locks 
To Summerland Juniors






iVfS-A o iVrnWtlS • V* ■
The KeloWnu Chiefs rim Into a 
scalping on Sunday, When Sum- 
mcrlnnd Walloped them 21-4 In a 
south Okanagan Junior league 
game.'
Played at Rutland,'the game 
got put of hand for the Chiefs ln 
the eighth frame, when the 
southerners rattled through their 
batting lineup for 11 runs( on 11 
hits and one error, to batter down 
any hopes for a comeback.
Stan Sengcr started, for the 
Chiefs and went as far as the 
eighth when he was hit four 
straight, 'and Bob (llatunukn tried 
to fill the gap, followed by Wes 
Ackerman und Robbie' Irvine, tie- 
fore the Summerland idda was 
’ Mttrcd. 1
Eddie Menu pitched the win 
chores, relieved by Curl
Ackerman’s two-for-four w a s  
the best day at bats for the Kel­
owna nine, who drew seven 
sprinkled hits off Menu nnd only 
one off Sheeley.
The Macs opened up the Scoring 
In the third, when they; put to­
gether two hits, two walks and
1 \ one
two errors for three rims, .
ln the top of the fifth,; 
walk, tw« hits and one error 
added up to four Summerland 
runs, but Kelowna whl/(/rii back 
with four runs on three hits and 
two walks,
That was nil for Kelowna, hoW* 
ever, as Sheeley came In in thy 
sixth to stop any attempt at a 
rally, and the southerners had 
their' gala, 11-run inning in the 
eighth, \  ' 1
The Chiefs play In Kamloops
The high school trnck team 
from Salmon Arm staged nn un­
precedented upset In the Oknna 
gan Valley meet in Vernon 
Sunday, by beating out higher- 
rated Vernon, Penticton nnd Kel 
owna with a sparkling 133^ 
points.
Although only n "B" class 
school, the Shuswnp youngsters 
came up with such a display ol 
power that they swept everything 
before them.
, Kelowna managed to take the 
"A" schools event, but their tota 
score wns only lOB'/i, consider­
ably less than the northerners, 
I.urnby captured the honors in 
the "C" class schools with 77 
points. ,
Many of the athletes phrtlcl 
patlng In the Vernon meet wh' 
be soon In action In Kelowhn next 
month, In the Interior track meet,
Whatever make of ear you drive-
These 2 gasolines with TCP give you new power,
more mileage and a smoother-running engine
!
nor «
Sheoltfy In the sixth, and both,next Sunday 
Verm DoWlU and Ken Beggs 1 h it1 LINK SCORE: 
tbree-for-slx for the winner*. SunVIand 00.1141 1110 
IWO-rOR-POUR 1 Kelowna 000 040 0 00
Rookie Driver 
Dies In Crash
FLAT ROCK, Mich. (API — 
Hookio race driver Tom Bauer 
23, of Ann Arlstr, Mich,, was 
killed Sunday night when hta 
stock car crashed Into a retain­
ing waif at Flat Bock speedway.
Bauer was competing in his 
first race at the track when a 
tire blew out at tho south turn, 
forcing the car out of control.
H i * ,
I t  thm m » n u / * e t u r a r  racomman 
"premium”
It ffta m»nut*elur$r racommantf* 
"regular"
* » «
“ f * s p .
m
ml
Super Shell situ TCP Shell Gasoline with TCP
h  'O T
'fin ‘
•tit. tin Twit Mark lor IMt unl̂ ¥t ftolint tMUlut 
ky Shtll llttttuxk. r»lmttJ /PM
You get the moet mileage, 
a emoother-runnlng angina, 
from Ihe'moel powerlul gaeollne 
\ > your car can uea
Hupor Hholt'a superior road por* 
formntifio—the actual  power 
delivered to the wheels of your car 
— now moans nifiro power-por- 
gallon than ovor hoforo, When 
cruising, Hupor Hhell’a new oxtra 
power, converts to give you In­
creased mileage nnd lower running 
costs. Hut—Super Shell's price has 
not been raisodl And-Super Shell 
hns TCP* to neutralize harmful 
engine deposits that can roll your 
car,of its peak performance, 1
■J./MV
It's loaded with 
premium tealuree, 
but salts lor lha prlca of 
regular gaeollriae
. Hliell Gasoline is a quality gasoline 
with heller performance, then the 
very top premiums of only a short 
tlmo ago , . , (lealgned to give top 
performance In all Cara except those 
with n very high compression ratio. 
And Shelf |ms TCI** that helps 
smooth outeeglne"rmiglmese"nnd 
spark plug "mlwt" l ., gives you nil 
tiie power and rnlleegn you pay for. 
And, with all tlieiai added heiinllta, 
HI(oll Gasoline still sells at the price 
of regular gasoline, ,
r, '
i * I i
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FIRST A ID  T O  T H E A ILIN G  H O U S E
By ROGER C. WHITMAN
a ' HfCMtN m-€ i*v DMNC*'
BCCWOOM< r n v L'VINOII <’|.M
REMOVING PRINTING. 'basement into a family room,
QUESTION: Is there any way using wood paneling and have a 
I can remove the blue printing! hardwood floor. Can a wood floor 
on brown and white or white be put down on the concrete? 
earthen crockery jars? j  ANSWER: The thing to re-
ANSWEIL If this doesn’t come]member is that no dampness 
off with careful scraping with a j should get at the wood, if it does, 
razor blade (or edge of a coin*,!the wood will rot eventually. To 
try removing wjth prepared paint protect the wood against this 
remover or denatured alcohol. ’ first mop on a coat of liquid as- 
! Follow label instructions careful-\ phalt damp-proofing, available 
ly in using the paint remover. I at building supplies dealers. Then 
I’m assuming the jars aren't*put down a layer of heavy as- 
heavily glazed. jphalt-saturated felt, overlapping
| the sheets about a quarter of 
SPLASHED ENAMEL 'their width and scaling the laps
QUESTION: I have a wooden with liquid asphalt. Over this the 
kitchen cabinet finished in white; hardwood floor can be put down, 
enamel. The end next to the sinks There is an excellent booklet giv-
gets splashed with water and the|ing complete information about Y O U  C A N  BUILD i t  Y O U R SELF 
enamel is coming off. What do;iaving the wood floor. It is pub-1 1 D U IL l/ 11 ■ W UlW ELr
you recommend? ! lished bv National Oak Floor
ANSWER: Remove present en- Manufacturers Association, Ster- 
amel; refinish with top quality jick Building, Memphis, Tenncs- 
enamel. Cover area which gets see and entitled "Oak Floors for
D A ILY  COURIER HOUSE O f TH E W EEK
tea
necessary. All curve* can be cut 
with an ordinary saw and be­
cause joints are held by glue as 
well as nails no clamps are neces* 
sary. Pov er tools speed up the 
job but are not necessary.
..This is a split entry type of 
house that is different — note 
the position of the fireplace 
in the living room which leaves 
so much furniture arranging 
space in the L shaped living/ 
dining room. The kitchen is 
large enouph that there is a
water-splashed with sheet of thin, 
clear plastic material, available 
at most variety stores and house- 
wares dealers. Or dull gloss of 
enamel with special preparation 
handy nook space without sac- now available at paint stores, or
Your Home.
Plywood Punt Takes You Where Fish Are
Mike Cramond, outdoors edi­
tor of the Province newspaper, 
spent many years searching for
SMOKING FIREPLACE
QUESTION: We have fireplace
trouble in our new home. It has a ' the ideal car-top boat. In the 
brick chimney and the fireplace’ enc* he had to design one him- 
rificing cupboard space. Kit- by rubbing with fine steel wool|Sm°ked badly. The chimney man self — an all purpos. fir ply
from It while a third man rows. ^  lb. nails 1" flathead galvan-
finishing gal-
chin I n d X p l u m w £  and turpe6ntinc“ ‘ then .p p *  coM!j e s t e d  another row of brick* 2 “ 8 £1 • • across the top of the fireplace j  a h  his expectations. In this
opening, because he thought the ] three-part scries, he tells how
to build it.
are back to back for economi- of spar varnish or marine var- 
cal installation. This' is a little :nish. Latter method may darken 
“beuty" of a house suitable for color slightly.
the small or medium size fam- ___ _ ..
i l y .  PARAFFIN OIL ON CHAIR
damper was set too low and] 
didn’t allow enough of a smoke' p a r t  ONE 
pocket. This was done and al-i
The Building Editor 
The Daily Courier,
Kelowna, B.C.
( ] Enclosed please find 25c for which send me Book of Plans 
entitled “SELECT HOME DESIGNS". (Please make 
remittance payable to The Dally Courier).
Name
Address
QUESTION: We want to varn-ithough it did help a great deal ' ^ ° st are simple to
ish a chair that has two coats pf the fireplace still smokes. Now build’ and those which are easyare not simple to handle. They 
are suited to one or two uses but 
not to others, and often quite
paraffin oil on it. Is there any j  the bricklayer wants to tear 
way the oil can be removed? |down the chimney and rebuild 
ANSWER: This job should bei (but we cannot afford it). (He , , , . ,
done out-of-doors, if possible: if! didn’t build it originally.) Short I e?pei?slve and laborious 1° con* 
working indoors, be sure room is'of tearing it down and rebuilding ]struct’
:well-ventilated. Wipe surface of what else can I trv? The back oft Some 30 years of stepping into
It can be successfully used for 
duck hunting, trolling, or just 
plain travelling. Because it 
weighs only 70-odd pounds it can 
be car-topped or carried a good 
distance by one man.
With the intermediate frames 
made solid to form air pockets at 
the ends it will float a man al­
though filled with water. It can PMBC EXTERIOR is bonded 
be sat upon when capsized, leav-jwith waterproof glue. If desired,
ized.
Vi lb. nails 1*4 
vanized.
24 lineal ft. 1” x l ” fir for glue! 
blocks.
1 pc. 1" x 3" x 10’ fir forms 
keel.
All fir plywood manufactured 
in Canada and edge branded
seems to slant anc* falling out of hulls, finding 
forward considerably and thus those I liked too expensive and 
throws smoke into the room. j  those within my means unsatis
!chair with cloth dampened in!the fireplace 
carbon tetrachloride. Then cover 
surface with paste made of ab­
sorbent powder, like powdered 
whiting, and carbon tetrachlor­
ide, When paste is dry, brush 
off and replace with fresh. T h i s j s w e r , try placing a  strip of do-'proximately $30. Made of water
ing the occupant clear of the 
water.
Materials consist of three 
panels of fir plywood, three pieces 
of lumber, a half-pound of nails 
and a pound of waterproof glue. 
All materials are readily avail­
able at lumber yards.
A 10-foot sheet of plywood for 
the bottom is the only extra-large 
panel and it can be substituted
Marine Grade, which has a solid 
core, may be used.
Tools required are one ham­
mer, one handsaw, one plane.
A square is helpful, but not
ANSWER: Before embarking! factory, forced me to design what 'by splicing, if not readily avail- 
on such an expensive project, al-T hoped would fill the bill, 
though it may be the only an-| It worked out, and cost ap-
LEVEL ARTERY
There are no lift-locks on the 
Suez Canal, since it cuts through 
deserts between the Mediterran­
ean and the Red Sea.
AFRICAN GOLD
South Africa’s gold production
fin oil.
____________________________  HARDWOOD FLOOR
j QUESTION: We have a con- 
in 1958 reached 17,666.000 ounces,; crete floor now in the basement 
compared with Canada’s 4,530,000i\Ve want to convert part of the 
ounces. j--------------— ----------------- — —
hould remove most of the paraf- it-yourself aluminum across the
fireplace, so that it lowers the 
height of the opening another six 
inches or so. This may trap 
enough smoke and still provide 
sufficient draft. Believe it is 
worthwhile trying, at least.
proof glued fir plywood, it was P.unt: 
simple enough for a child to 
build.
The resulting hull can be 
rowed, punted, outboarded, sail­
ed—or slept in. It will hold 850 
pounds. Two men can fly-fish
able.
Here is the list of materials 
needed to build the fir plywood
FLYING FROGS
The East Asian flying frog has! 
webs between its toes, enabling’ 
it to soar from branch to branch
SPECIFY
V a lle y s
r e d E m i x
Concrete






The charge for RED-E-MIX 
CONCRETE is small, $13.00 a 
yard (27 cubic feet)—enough 
to install a sidewalk 2 feet 
wide by 40 feet long, delivered 
to your home.
Similarly a garage floor or 
patio, measuring 10 feet by 
20 feet, can be constructed 
from 2ti yards of ednerete 
costing only $32,50 . . .  or a 
really large sidewalk, 3 feet 
wide by 50 feet long, can be 
laid using 2 yards of Red-E- 
Mix Concrete costing a mere 
$26.00.
sim ply phone,
PO 2-2422 or 3206
VALLEY
BUILDING 
M ATER IALS  LTD.
and our representative1' will 
call nnd offer expert advice on 
the project, nnd supply n free 
estimate of cost, without obli 
gntlon.
1095 ELLIS ST.
HARD W OOD  FLOORS
Why do it yourself 




F L O O R S  L T D .
HARDWOOD FLOORING 
CONTRACTORS
529 Grenfell Ave„ Kelowna . 
Telephones
Kelowna PO 2-4520 - LI 2-2770
East Germany Has Failed To Erase 
Question M ark Surrounding Arm y
By SEYMOUR TOPPING
BERLIN (AP)—East Germany 
has.failed to erase the big ques­
tion mark hanging over its three- 
ycar-old army.
According to the best informa­
tion in this divided city, the So­
viets remain unsure about the 
100,000-man East German army. 
Deserters from the army and the 
Communist police are fleeing to 
the West at the rate of more 
than 1,000,a year.
Communist schooling has failed 
to convince many East German 
soldiers that a local uprising or 
a conflict with West Germany 
would justify shooting down fel­
low Germans. .
“Some would obey orders in a
IN THIS NEW
VINYL FLOORCOM
Every yard is-guaranteed against spots and stains. Easily 
cleaned with a damp cloth, with colorful designs reproduced 
through a rotogravure process. SUPER
VINYL
$1 . 8 0
Sq. Yd.




C O R E  L O N  
Sq. y d . 4 25
f u t u r e sq Ue
C O R E  L O N
Sq. y d . 5’95
See these modem floor 
coverings today In the store,
F L 0 R -L A Y  SERVICES L T D .
The most completely stocked floor furnishing store 
•. , in the Interior
524 Bernard Ave. Phone PO 2-3356
civil war, but many say they 
won’t shoot Germans,” said Roif 
Wingrich, a 20-year-old army de­
serter, in a typical comment.
East Germany’s Communist 
boss, Walter Ulbricht, has laid 
down the line for the daily po­
litical instruction given the sol­
diers:
“Whoever infringes on the 
achievements of the German 
democratic republic is a class 
enemy to be dealt with, regard­
less of who he is: your own 
father, brother or brother-in- 
law."
The East German army is un­
der Russian command. While 
well - armed withv convention 
weapons, it apparently has no 
rockets or atomic weapons. The 
troops, however, are undergoing 
field training for nuclear war­
fare.
The army Is r backed by an
11,000-man air force equipped 
largely with obsolete Soviet MiG 
fighters. The 10,000 - man navy 
operates light units in the Baltic 
Sea and is undergoing submarine 
training with the Russians. |
The East German armed forces] 
are almost in balance with the 
West German forces, but this 
parity will soon disappear.
By 1961, the West German 
army will be expanded to 12 
rocket-equipped divisions of 200,- 
000 men, backed by. , an Amer­
ican-equipped air force of 100,- 
000 men. •
To help put down any anti­
communist revolt, the party has 
outfitted its own “f i g h t i n g  
groups” of blue,’ - uniformed 
factory militia n u m b e r i n g  
about 215,000 men and women. 
Equipped with light arms, their 
fighting power appears to be 
limited and loyalty uncertain.
First Steamboat trip  On Red River 
To Winnipeg 10 0  Years Ago June 10
WINNIPEG (CP) — It’s the 
100th anniversary on June 10 of 
the first steamboat trip on the 
Red River to Winnipeg. The pio­
neer paddle-wheeler, the Anson 
•Northrup, made the run from 
Breckinridge, Minn., in four days.
The boat service started after 
the St. Paul, Minn;, Chamber of 
Commerce said in 1858 that it 
would give $1,000 to anyone who 
put a boat in service the following 
spring. Anson Northrup said he 
would do it for $2,000, and the 
offer was accepted.
The first trip downstream to 
Winnipeg was mainly concerned 
with securing the prize money, 
am' the 100-foot vessel carried 
only three passengers, Twenty • 
five passengers took pnssage 
back to Fort Abercrombie, Minn,, 
making the trip in eight days.
On her first stay in Winnipeg 
the Anson Northrup made a Sun 
day excursion triD, the miffing 
and tooting disturbing the Indians 
so much that they demanded 
"four kegs of yellow money." ' 
Captain Northrup later sold the 
vessel for $8,000 and she was 
greatly improved. She had been 
second-hand to start with, Fully 
loaded, she carried 75 tons and 
drew 30 inches of water. With a 
lighter load she drew only 15 in­
ches. She had three decks, with 
a cabin that had 24 berths and 
four staterooms accommodating 
12 women, ■
Trains did not replace the boats 
on the Red River until 1878, and 
one of the last boat passengers 
in 1877 was Lord Duffcrln, the 
first governor-general of Canada 
to visit the West.
SPECIFY W O O D  W INDO W S
, A ll m aterial used in our sash and w in d o w s . . . li.CY,Coast F ir
All fram es sm oothly  sanded 
ready for pain t o r  varnish 
■■Beauty: the m any styles of wood | j  
w indows m atch any architectural 
dcsigp. Low cost installation, 
easily replaced and repaired.
W ood will not r u s t . . .  quiet in operation  . .  . no vibration  , V1., it 's  best
C an  be custom  m ade to  any 
size o r  shape, ,
G ood insulators, non-conductivc, 
’Fakes (»ny finish, will stain, paint 
o r enam el to any co lo r decor,
All our staff specialist cabinet 
m akers' 1 1 ' < '
'1 ■ - k
;  V
745 Buillic A\c. r
CABINET
SHOP
o rih  of C N R  tracks on R ichter P hone PO  2-3358
FLOOR TILE
Ju s t arrived broken  lines and colors of 1st class standard  
and  A gauge Inlaid L in o  F loor Tiles. Vinyl tiles also 
available.
Quantity Is Limited So Call In Today
4 0 %  Savings ©





Fluor Stain nnd Paint 
TILE CEMENT
\
Whatever you need for floor 
beauty, wc have it.
INTERIOR
B U ILD ERS M A R K E T  LT D .
Vernon Rd, Near Shops Cnprl Phone PO 2-3236
1 pc. waterproof glued fir ply­
wood good one side grade 
ti"  x 4’ x 8’. (Make sides, 
frames, transom.)
1 pc, waterproof glued fir ply- 
wod good one side grade 
x 4’ x 8’. (Makes deck­
ing.)
1 pc. marine grade fir plywood 
, 4’’ x 4’ x 10’. (For bottom. 
If not available in 10-ft.! 
length you can splice shorter] 
lengths,) |
1 lb. waterproof glue. (Weld-1 
wood or equiv.)
R. J .  W ILKINSO N
for EXCAVATING 
Irrigation — Drainage — etc.
BENVOULIN R.R. No. 3 
62-M-tfc
Best Results Fastest • » . 
ON YOUR
EAR TH  M O V IN G  
JOBS
For excavating, grading or 
terracing, count on us. Our 
experience, man power and 
equipment get best results for 
you.
S A N D  &  G R A V E L  
d e live re d
J. W . BEDFORD LT D .
“We Move the Earth” 




A  GAS FURNACE
and
GAS W A T ER  HEATER
Kill two birds with one stone. 
Let us install them, both in 
one operation. You’ll save 






rhone Kelowna PO 2-2682
DOORS
In all shapes and sizes. Whatever par­
ticular door you need we have or can 
get, or will have made.
Screen and Combination Doors for the 
summer to come, those too are in 
stock now.
DOORS
Made from Mahogany, or Fir Plywood 
or Aluminum. They’re all here at 
Haug’s and if you're really looking for
DOORS
Youl’ll also need Door Jambs in stand­
ard size and Door Hardware of all 
descriptions made by Wiser, Schlage or 
Dexter, these too are available.
YES -  W E D O  H A V E  DOORS
W M . H A U G  &  S O N  L T D .
1335 Water St. Phone PO 2-2023
Glenmore yard corner GIcnmore Rd. and Clement Ave. 
Phone PO 2-3208
Whatever your Painting Need 
You'll find a  BAPCO Product 
To meet it perfectly
O T a 8
E X T E R IO R , IN T E R IO R  
E N A M E L S  
M A R IN E  PA IN TS 
P O R C H  F L O O R  PA IN TS 
L A T E X  W A L L  P A IN T
You Name It 
We Have It
T R E A D G 0 L D  P A IN T  S U P P LY  L T D .
K elow na’s F irst H om e and Industria l Painting Service
1619 Pandosy St. Phone PO 2-2134
IF ITS MADE FROM W O O D  
WE CAN MAKE IT
‘1 ’ • ■ s , . . ' ; .
. y  , , i ■ • ■ t
Sash Frames Screens 
Windows Doors 
Cabinets Store and Office Fittings
K E L O W N A| -f .n'urrs yr •, ii i .i - ■ > ...■ I -!     ■, i- 'I i -*< ‘ •
















rness Clot . 
Cause C urios ity
| n  • I r l  . p  , l was Miss J. Hnggcrt Rnd Miss E.
h i t h e r  a n d  y o n  ! B rid e -E le c t F e te d  «>» *«**$■«.
.  fs  , * f f  * ; Miss R, Fielder was
A t  S u ro r is e  A f f a i r guwt Hl the home otGUESTS . . . at the 'Poplar Point home of Mr. and Mrs. John 
V.’oodwarth for a few days. a re ) ^  oari-h hall of First Luther-1 
Mrs. and Mrs. Harold Weeks of an church was gaily decorated! 
Vancouver.
Mrs. T. Tow good.
a recent 
Mr. and
By RAYMOND E. PALMER her son-in-law 
Rev, and Mrs,
The Queen wore a couple of! VISITING . 
i n v n -iv  , » m .... , those gowns, ou her visit to Paris I and daughter,
iL,h* D? ‘,ii 111 lhe -spring of 1937. She wore!Robert Brown, and their family,
her North n ru  ^ i l a r  creations on her last! at Cranbrook. is Mrs. C; A. Hill.
her,tK’ nh  A 1 a 1 next. visit to Canada and the United' who expects to return in August. 
mox ‘ ‘ States in the fail of that year.
These dresses are great favor-’
ites with the Queen. And dress- _  . .  T n .n„  . , ,__  was Mrs. F. J, Bell of Vancouver,maker Hartnell is known to have
a weakness for them. who was a guest for several days. 
DISTRICT • GOVERNOREXPECT SURPRISE , t » w. . . . . .  . . .  elect of Rotary District 506, R. W.
Hartnell invariably springs a [Corner and Mrs. Corner left this 
surprise when preparing a collcc-! movning for New York, making
| stops enroute at Winnipeg and
Takes Top Aw ard 
A t Loom Display
4 V,
IN G EM A R  IS A IR Y  AB OUT HIS T R A IN IN G
GROSSINGER. NY Tngemar 
Johansson, Sweden’s hope for 
the world’s heavyweight crown, 
and his girl friend, Birgit Lund- 
gren, are walking on air as they
rump over hill and dale near 
his training camp here today. 
Birgit appears to have more fun 
by doing it barefooted. Ingeinar 
had better be careful or those
slippers will be popping off. 
Johansson is training for his 
June 23 title bout with Floyd 
Patterson in New York City.
Symphony Concerts Nearing SRO 
For Vancouver's Big Festival
The new Vancouver Interna­
tional Festival box office system 
appears to be producing encoura­
ging results Festival Administra­
tive Director, Peter H. Bennett, 
announces.
Just returned from a 2,300 mile 
tour of Festival box offices that 
took him to 17 British Columbia 
cities Mr. Bennett reported active 
interest and enthusiasm in the 
Festival.
“Buses, are- being chartered to 
bring people from the Okanagan,” 
he said. Individual tickets sales 
at branch offices are as large 
or larger than in Vancouver. 
“The reason for this” , he stated, 
“is. because individuals from up- 
countrypoints are taking part of 
. their vacation in Vancouver and 
are purchasing tickets to many 
Festival events” . Tickets pur­
chases of $40 and more. are riot
unusual. ' ----
Mr. Bennett visited Haney, Mis­
sion City, Abbotsford, Chilliwack, 
Penticton, Trail, Rossland, Nel­
son, Cranbrook, Kelowna, Vernon, 
Kamloops, Q u e s n e 1, Prince 
George, Kitimat and Prince Ru­
pert. Festival branch ticket of­
fices are located in many of these 
centres.
Total box office sales to date 
are $45,000. Symphony concerts
Dutch Girl Beams 
Canadiana Abroad
VANCOUVER (CP) — Telling 
Dutch-spcnking parts bf the world 
about life in Canada is the in­
teresting job of Miss Maja van 
Steensel of Montreal, only woman 
division head in the Canndinn 
Broadcasting Corporation Inter­
national Service.
A Canadian citizen by choice, 
slim, red-headed Miss van Stecn- 
scl visited Vancouver to gather 
material1 for the dnlly program 
she beams from Canada. . •> " 
During n colorful career she 
has formed some widely vnrlcd 
opinions. Among these' are that 
people in the Canadian Arctic 
are more honest with each other 
than people elsewhere; that the 
North American woman is sel­
fish and that the Nazis who oc­
cupied western, European coun­
tries lacked humor,
“ I love life in Canada,” she 
said. “But friends, ate not as 
generous with their time ns Eu­
ropeans.’’
Regarding her present work, 
she said her report on Canadian 
life ciin be anything front a news 
Item about a change in a prov­
ince's liquor laws to an Interview 
with n Dutch NATO representn- 
itlve in Canada op n visit.
STUDIED AT LEYDEN
Mis1' van Steensel was a stu­
dent IP the University of Leyden, 
In Holland, when the Germans 
occupied that country,
“Wo were not serious; , . , We 
didn't understand fully about the 
Germans. My friends and I de 
elded to play, some jokes on the 
soldiers,"  she said
I ants are no longer collected like 
| stray puppies. |
! Miss Campbell, auburn-haired I 
'and with an engaging smile, is a! 
[graduate nurse and holds a de- 
; gree in social work, 
are the most popular events with! t„ ,q TYPES 
several concerts approaching sell-1
outs. Next in order of popularity! Truants can be divided into two 
are the opera “Orpheus and groups, she says. “The first com- 
Eurvdice" and the play "M ary; Prises the ‘honest - to - goodness’ 
Stuart” . | hookey players who are just off
The Vancouver International jfor. a / ark;„T.hcL are ™ rc. " T * r- 
Festival begins on July 11 and
will continue until August 15.
Truant Officer 
Says Life Today 
"Tough For Kids'
VANCOUVER (CP)—Margaret 
Campbell, Vancouver's truant of­
ficer, says she finds her sex 
no drawback to the work.
“On occasion, parents seem 
slightly disappointed,’’ she said 
in an interview. “They expect a 
big burly man to hoist junior 
back to school, but the days of 
hoisting are past.” ,
The truant officer now has the 
more academic label of attend­
ance officer, and the small
ous in springtime, particularly 
among boys of 12 or 13 with a 
fondness for fishing.
“In the second group are the 
children who are not adjusted to 
home conditions, or in their re­
lationship to other people.”
Miss Campbell does not agree 
that truancy is an indication of 
delinquency.
“That is like saying a tummy- 
ache is a symptom of appendici­
tis.”
Today’s children are basically 
jgood and a lot smarter than the 
is I preceding g e n e r a t i o n, she 
[claimed. “It is real tough for a 
kid these days. Parents have no 
idea what conflicts the children 
have to put up with.”
Well, it’s sort of a state secret.
“ My goodness,’’ said a Buck­
ingham Palace sixikesman, “we 
don't talk about that sort of 
thing.”
An official of Norman Hart­
nell's fashion house, which is 
making the clothes, said:
“ We're terribly inhibited about tlon *or the Queen. __  ______ ______________
what we can say.” What it will be. onlv the Queen, Chicago .A fter a week at Lake
her dressmaker and a few others Placldt f o i l e d  by the New York
* * '  J to secrecy know. World convention in New York
But tradition gives a line to the But it might well be amqng Cjty, tbe Corners plan to rteurn 
sort of clothes the Queen prob- those, simple suits and topeoats. j vja' 'Quebec Citv, Montreal, and 
ably will take when she leaves Fashion experts who keep an eye; tbe Great Lakes, arriving home 
hore June 18 for Canada and the on what the Queen is wearing iaf fhe end of June.
United States. have noted that the current style I------------------------ ------------------
If tradition wins through—as it in suits and coats is not always) t
usually does—there will be some flattering to her. j Ijn + A rif! W  PAVPT
plain short - sleeved dresses,. Loose coats, together with low-: V y lllQ I IU VVCOVCI 
scooped at the neck and with a heeled shoes, tend to make her 
medium - full skirt dropping to look rather matronly. The current 
mid-calf. There will be sensible longer, looser suit jackets hav 
suits and light topcoats with a similar effect, 
rather large, sometimes even So nobody in the fashion world! 
floppy, collars. would be very surprised if the '
And the piece de resistance in Queen chose tight and narrow-; LONDON Ont (CP> — Mrs I 
all probability will be a stunning waisted suits and topeoats—hark- H k c.,' nf' lfj n« i „ „ a n „ 
ballgown in white or some nastel ing back to a recent fashion that took' t honors in thc SCVenth!
| color heavily embroidered and was more flattenng to her figure. \ annual exhibition of Canadian 
pearls and precious stones. sparkling with thousands of seed ^ancj weaving here. !
The chief judge. Mrs. Adelcl 
lives of Fredericton, described 
her wall-hanging as “beautifully 
composed in square forms in dif­
ferent textures.”
The exhibition continues until 
June 12.
Other awards included:
Any item in original stylized or 
abstract design based on indigen­
ous Canadian subject matter: 1. 
Grace Raitt, Edmonton.
Halifax Weavers’ Guild awards 
went to the following: Linen
place mats: Mrs. R. B. Sandin, 
Edmonton, cotton place mats: 
Carrie Perry, Vancouver; com­
bination of t h r e a d s  in place 
mats: Mrs. R. W. Barr, Vancou­
ver.
Best blending of colors in any 
article: Grace Raitt, Edmonton.
Leamington Weavers’ Guild for 
place mat and napkin woven for 
a specific setting of China chosen 
by weaver: Mrs. Mary Sandin, 
Edmonton.
Kingston Hand-Loom weavers 
for dress material: Mrs. Train 
Gray, Vancouver.
Arachne Weavers’ Guild, St. 
Catharines, Ont.: For any article 
woven with inlay technique, Mrs. 
Hilda Lewis, Fort Garry, Man.
Ottawa Valley Weavers’ Guild 
for cotton hand towel: Mrs. Mary 
Sandin, Edmonton.
London and District Weavers’ 
awards: Lace weaves: Carrie
Perry, Vancouver I n f o r m a l  
stoles: Mrs. H. S. Monds, Winni­
peg.
Mount Allison University Col­
lege of Art tuition scholarship 
award for an apron: Carrie
Perry, Vancouver.
Mrs. J  Bolingbroke is home to 
for the occasion recently, w henj^® ^ Slimmer. VisiUng with 
39-friends gathered to surprise! ***?'* ***** C»vm. • 
bride-elect Miss Hilda Krause at Mr< antJ Mrs, Harry Aldred 
a miscellaneous shower. Ure spending a lew days in Van-
' -«5ciule^  ° f ,nany bt a.u !fu couver where they plan, to attend gifts, the honoree was p^-iste* in lke graduation ceremdhy of their 
opening her presents by her ntten-: son Allan who will receive his
RECENT VISITORS . . » Ht thc rnstron of honor und twin ibachelor of Science decree in_ • ___1 • r „  . a V . ’ #. « Ik'tn M I  f  I f  D .. f .... J *■ 'home of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Cross'sister. Mrs. Martin Ruf, and ; porestdy.
bridesmaid Miss Loreine Ochs.
An evening of games and fun! Mr. and Mrs. George Strqchtm 
was enjoved bv all, and the ladies are spending a holiday with tha 
■ ' served a delightful lunch. I latter's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
_________________________  Ken Wynne,
0 Y A M A
OYAMA—H. MacLaren has just 
returned from Minniapolis where 
he has been visiting his daughter 
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Abbott of Kam­
loops spent a few days with Mrs. 
Abbott’s father, R. A. Brown re­
cently.
Mrs D. Pearce and two sons 
are spending a short holiday with 
) her parents Mr. and Mrs. K. 
Wynne.
1 Dennis Towgood was home for a short holiday recently. With him
Young M an,
Be Your Own Boss !
June graduates should know the 
disadvantages of working for a 
big-name business. In this eye- 
opening article in June Reader’s 
Digest a former University Vice- 
Preeident who started his own 
business, explains why “jf  you 
have real business ability, going 
into business for you rself is best.’' 
Get Reader's Digest today at 
newsstands everywhere: 37 
articles of lasting interest.
ALICE WINSBY. Women’s Editor
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C N R  t i e  O N L Y
‘t h r o u g h  s l e e p e r ’
to V A N C O U V E R
FAMED NURSE
Florence Nightingale was the 
first woman awarded Britain’s 
Order of Merit, for her work dur 
tru- ing the Crimean War.
FOR A  JU N E BRIDE
By TRACY ADRIAN
All the sentiment of a sum­
mer wedding is caught in the 
delicacy of this beautiful, tradi­
tional bridal gown. The fabric, 
woven entirely of acetate, is a 
luxurious taffeta that captures 
soft highlights and drapes
gracefully. Winging out from 
either side of the dress is a 
court train, artfully decorated 
with ro-embroidered Alencon 
lace. The same lace also 
frames the demure Empire 
bodice and dramatizes the front 
panel of the floating skirt.
HISTORIC WALL
AMPTHILL, England (CP)—A 
14th-century oak and plaster wall 
has been discovered in perfect 
condition in this Bedfordshire 
town. “It is the oldest thing in 
Ampthill,” said Prof. Albert 
Richardson, ‘ a former president 
of the Royal Academy.
T R A V E L  W E E K E N D S  &  S A V E !
C N R ’s special low fares every weekend to  
Kamloops, Vancouver and Edm onton offer 
substantial savings. Good going from  F riday  




P A Y  LATER
V59-N16-
Pork Products Promotion Plan 
Programmed By Agriculture Dept.
TORONTO (CP) — Canadian enough to be roasted. It should
CREAM TARTS OF DARK SWEET CHERRIES
Dark Cherries Used In Tarts 
Make Toothsome Dessert Treat
By IDA BAILEY ALLEN | rleit, Pnss whipped .cream 1 If do- 
Swcen dnrk cherries will begirt •s*rct* as f*osscrt topplnfi- 
to form, grow to maturity,' be
harvested when the summer sun 
warms them to full ripeness, 
their lusciousness captured In 
enns rendy for enjoyment nny 
season In many ways, \
Measurements srr level; recipes 
for 6
Dark Sweet Cherry Cream
TOMORROW’S DINNER
Spanish Apple Salad 
Fish Escallopcd with Potatoes 
or ■
Smoked Ham 
'And Sweet Potatoes 
Brnlsed Celery and Tomato 
Dark Sweet Cherry 
Cream. Tarts \ 
Coffee Ten Milk ■ 
Spanish Apple Salad; Chop
Tarts: Crusts Combined c. gra-j pared, slightly tart tipples. Stir
ham cracker crumbs or 24 fine 
crushed graham crackers with
c, melted 
fine-chopped
butter and 2 tbsp, 
toasted almonds.
■in ‘t c, vinegar, Combine with 
la chopped green pepper nnd Va 
c, conrse-grntcd yaw rutnbngn or 
white turnip, Toss with Vi c,
Press crumbs\ onto sides and bot- Spanish olive oil, containing Mi 
I toms of six small Individual alu-.tasp, salt nnil Vs tsp, each pow 
“The jokes Included telling the, l' ' inun) fo1' abm,t 4” In (dored mustard and cumin, Chill 
Germans there would \bo an un-1'(‘i«meU>r. Chill, at lonpt. 30 min, Starve on'lottuce,
lawful assembly, When\the NazU) Filling: Rrnln 1 (l lb.>,cnn d n rk B ra is e d ' .Celery sail Tomato! 
raided the assembly, they found sweet cherrlo,s. (Save liquid,) Re- Cut older sin ks l largo head of 
' ' ' • -' ■ move pits, Reserve IB cherries for celery Into 4” lengths; pull off
garnishing, Chop Cemnlning t'her- tough “stNngs,'’ Arrange celery 
ideal in wjile sl\illet, Add contents
every cat In Leyden howling In 
nn abandoned garngc."
The commandant found It “ so 
funny" that ho took half the pro­
fessors nt the university as hos­
tages.
"After that wo1 decided to 
rdfillate with the r o s i s t n n c e 
moveiueid and Vio more than 
tease."
When litH'iatlon came, Miss 
Steepsel took the first boat to the 
New World.
Dissolve 1 pkg. cherry-flavored I M J1!'! £nn tomato juice, 1 tsp. 
gelatin In l Ci ilrolllng wnter: Add „
cherry juice and tsp, almond 
extract, Refrigerate until begin­
ning In thicken. Fold hi ehnp|n>d 
cherries arid 1 c, dairy sour 
creami ■ ,■
Rihhiii Into joepared (oil pans; 
refrigerate 4 lira,, qr until firm. 
Knrnish each with 3 whole cher-
.. in oV 2 ImpU
Ion culx'fS nnd i! ’tbsp, mincer 
onion, Cover. Boll HO min,; un 
cover; simmer 5 min. more, or 
luriif lender.
i ' TRICK OF, TIIE CHEF
Season .braised celei'y and to- 
Imatq jvlth Vi tsp. tnlwdcred 
oregiu#. /. im*J
housewives arc going to hear and 
road a good deal about pork be­
tween now nnd next October.
A program designed to sell 
more, pork is being promoted by 
the federal ngriculturc depart­
ment. The agriculture stabiliza­
tion board currently holds 70,000,- 
000 pounds of pork. Some of this 
has been, frozen nnd put Into cold 
storage, but beenuse of lack of 
space a large quanlty now Is 
canned.
Most cahned pork can bo kept 
nt room temperature, but the de­
partment urges consumers to 
read the labels cnrcfully since a 
few products require refrigera­
tion.
MANY USES
For easier slicing, chill canned 
pork for one or two hours, Served 
without further prcpnrntlon, it is 
lclonl for snndwlchea, snlnds, 
snacks or cold meat trays! 
Heated, it may bo served alone 
or in casseroles!
Smoko nnd cured cuts now are 
sold in smaller packages for tlio 
small fnmlly, Hams nro hvnllable 
in hnlves nnd smaller pieces, 
Midget rolls from the ham sec­
tion and pork rolls from the loin 
are on Store counters, boneless, 
smoked and sold in casing.
At n pork campaign luncheon 
hero Ralph K. Bennett of tho fed­
eral agriculture department said 
the present pork surplus could bo 
used up If every Cnnndlan fam­
ily added one pork mcnl a week 
for the next three or four months.
VERSATILE COOKING
The c|epnrtment Is aiming to 
show that pork is not only good 
value for thc shopper, but Is ver­
satile In cooking , and tops in nu­
trition.
The consumer section of tho 
agriculture department t o l l s  
housewives that’ |>ork of ,goOd 
quality Is firm, a greyish-pink in 
color and has a good prointi tion 
of lean to fat. Since most of the 
fat Is In ri layer over thc lean, 
it can easily be trimmed,
All cut»i rif pork a rt tender
be cooked slowly to develop the 
flavor.
As for nutrition, pork provides 
protein that Is essential to growth 
and health, and vitamin B, par 
ticulnrly thiamine, which is cs 
sential for healthy nerves and 
appetites.
W IFE PRESERVERS
T h o  bathroom or kltchon li tho 
bolt location for an art school for a 
budding young gtnlus. Walls, floor 
and fumlturo thoro aro far oailtr ta 




















Step one; Open a Royal Rank Personal 
Chequing Accoiint for paying hills.
Step two; Keep your Savings Account 
strictly for saving. ,
With a I’crsonal Chcquing Account ; ’ 
for paying hills you seldom need to draw 
from your savings. You can actually 
see your savings go up with every deposit 
you make, plus the interest your money 
earns. Let us set up a 2-Account Elan , 
for you. It is a rbal help in saving.
THE ROYAL BANK OP CA N AD A
Kelowna Branch 
J, K. Campbell, Manager
Fully Insured 
PHONE
Kelowna P O  2-4444 
R U D Y 'S  T A X I
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Ottawa's Civic Planners 
Dealing With "Dream  C ity"
J&y ALAN HARVEY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
| Under a policy of “ conscious 
| decentralization.” complexes of 
! government buildings are built in 
clusters away from the downtown;
Royal Couple 
Will Be Busy 
In Vancouver
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. MONDAY, MAT 85. l»5t PAGE t
N O R A D  Plans A ir A tta c k .
.........  ................  ... *
Using Pilotless Planes :
the ground or by 
can make it tough
OTTAWA <CP> — Take a com- i t    t  t ; VICTORIA < C P '—Queen E liza-,. ^LWJIETTA, cii’- ^ u' or ra<J10
pact little capital that i s j u s t ; area- Among other things, thisbeth and Prince Philip will attend ls #te suml?'e.r ’ , ,  “ mother ship,
starting to grow, toss a girdle of wjjj enable civil servants to live I both the Theatre Under the Stars n a !jurP^lse attack, a jet- for defenders,
green around the central core and j ci0S(f to the|r j0bs aDd the International Festival of enfilno bo,nber sPeeds high ^ ' They will bo equipped to Jam
what have ypu got communM-'lS ArtJ' o n ^ a y , “ ^Jeeplns American city, some ground radar and etec
A chance for baste planning jes wm maintain their own iden*! visit to Vancouver this summer. Defending rocket missiles roarU on.cfiring s> stems, or spread 
that is the envy of civic engineers »tjtv up to knock it down—if their aim, metallic chaff to confuse radar
everywhere, says Maj.-Gen. How- Gen Kenredv was born tn Dun- Thia wa* con,inTU'd today when is quick enough and good enough.!sightings and trackings, 
ard Kennedy robin Ont youngest of six child- thc detailed program of the visit K-s an eerie bomber, with no-| One plan presumably is to aim
“ ' - was released hero. body aboard. | defending roekots for near-misses
The Royal party will arrive in It's a drone, automatically con- j  intentionally, rather than to score
Vancouver at 12:40 p.m. July Unrolled, the biggest plane yet de-jdirect hits. That's easier on the 
at the conclusion of ceremonies signed this way to give realistic'; budget.
in New Westminster and at 10:30 combat • type training for the! But actual knockdowns could
p.m. that night will embark on North American air defence sys-^be in the, cards. And the drones 
HMCS Assiniboine for an early j tern. will be rigged for blow-up on
morning cruise to Nanaimo, The plane is a B-47, powered i command if they get dangerously
Following a luncheon given by by six jet engines, weighing 10 out of control over cities.
Grizzled Ge n .  Kennedy. a ; ren in a family that traces its 
friendly, energetic 66, may be Irbh ancestry to an immigrant 
prejudiced, ns chairman of the, v>h0 came to the Ottawa Valley 
National Capital Commission, he in 1822 from Ballyhaise, Cavan 
heads the 20-member group ad-rQ0Untv
ministering a 8300,000.000 plan to i Fducated at McGill University, 
make Ottawa one of the world s ;Gen> Kennedy won the Military 
most beautiful capitals. .Cross in the First World War,
“We arc a very lucky city, j held high executive posts as a 
he says. [forestry engineer, served on con-
ACTED QUICKLY iservation boards and acted as a
In an age of suburban sprawl j one-man royal commission invest- 
and the exploding m e t r o p o l i s , j - 0lltari° s forest nceds' 
planners moved fast to acquire;WORKED FOR UN 
land for a two-mile-wide green j filled high staff appoint-
the City of Vancouver, Her Maj-jtons loaded, flying 600 miles an; Landing a B-47 with human 
est.v and His Royal Highness will hour, ranging 3,000 miles non-[hands is tricky enough. Working 
visit Shaunghncssy Military lios- stop. It can fly as high and fast it automatically by radio control
is even more so. The Intricat* 
system requires Instant decision!
FILLY A N D  M U SEU M  PIECE
pital and then drive to Empire; as Russia's medium bombers,
Stadium where school children1 Two of the swept-wing B-47s
will be assembled. are getting the finishing touches bv the remote human operator,
_r,i___  From the stadium the Royal of the complex guidance and eon-; and instant response by control?
belt, a projected bracelet of pas- mcnts in the Second WorftTWaricouple will proceed to the Uni-jtrol systems here at Lockheed aboard the plane,
toral beauty surrounding the ancj April. 1950, organized the; versity of B r i t i s h  Columbia Aircraft Corporation's Georgia rii-1 Even the fuel consumption has
heart of the city. i United Nations Relief and Works t where they will attend a formal vision so they can take off, ma-jto be figured automatically, with
It is thought Ottawa will be the; Agency for Palestine Refugees, dinner at the faculty club. noeuvre and land again un-;fuel drawn evenly from tanks on
first capital to have an uninter- Qen Kennedv first became as-1 At the conclusion of the dinner (touched by human hands. Sperry both wings at the proper rate to
rupted green belt. Other cities soeiated with capital planning in| they will drive to Stanley Park Gyroscope Company is the major
have seen ambitious plans 1952.feated by lack of land control | „p ,e arc vcry. much
i  for an appearance at the Theatre sub-contractor, 




the plane’s centre of 
pursuit planes have
Ray Cartfcr rhaj- drive a “ mus­
eum piece”  buMhaVs'no anci*. 
ent filly greetttig* bin\ and hl3 
Jaguar XK<5£L ’'sppsiS C a r 
above. C ar$r,Jr Harijilton, Ont.
driver who suffered a bad ac­
cident two years ago, showed 
his old form recently in win- 
ining a 310-mile race with his 
special model car, a line that
was discontinued shortly after 
its introuction. when fire de­
stroyed the tooling. (Star photo)
they .expected by late summer to be so have B-17s, the Flying For- 
doeks making surprise probes of radar tresses of the Second World War. 
HMCS detection systems and missile de-,B-17s me push-overs alongside 
, fences: ! the B-47, but electronics and guid-
distinct mili-1 The drones could try, if desired, Unco and control systems have
the CPR 
ill board
CoMey Made Braves Brass 
Quiyer Under Their Paper
B j -JjMj REICHLER , Milwaukee- starter, apparently | les D o d g e r s 6 - 1. Pittsburgh
Associated Press Staff Writer ’forgot how to win last year. After [jumped from fifth to third place, 
. -Rational League 'pitching only 2 1-3 innings in'sweeping a doubleheader from
W L Pet. GBL'August and September the big j Cincinnati 2-1 and 5-4 in 10 in-
“We have been able to catch uressc(i j,v the fact that our legis-Sthe festival in the civic audito- After flight, tests the drones are.often been made into drones, and 
this thing in time.” grey-haired' i^^ion permits us not only to clan rium. From the auditorium 
Gen. Kennedy said in an inter- ' to carrv out that 'plan.. he wUl drive to 
view at his map-cluttered office.! jd ...r-u _' are verv few organ- where they w  
”\Ve now own 95 per cent of ^ J ™  panning gameAaslnibotoc
the land wc need. Town planners that have the same freedom wc  ̂ There wil1 bc
come to Ottawa from all over the : jjave ,tary flavor to the Victoria visit, to seek soft spots in defence sys
world mid they all go away ai municinalities around! During a two-day stay in the,terns such as the DEW Line and
little envious of our setup.” 'Ottawa are a bit slow. In the past.!provincial capital, Her Majesty SAGE, and test the quickness 
The green belt, 37.500 - acres c-jy 0j Ottawa itself has notjw^  present new colors to the 1st j ana aim of missile crews operat-
centrepiece of the capital plan.I'*,1 j  it f t :n cUfftcient do- Battalion, Princess Patricia's Ca- ing the Nike-Hercules or Bomarc 
will allow the city to be contained I*5 ., Th„ mvnlt is that the inner nadian Light Infantry, and the;or other defences fired cither 
| within a ribbon of rural d e v e l o p - j c, "^and some improve- King’s Own Calgary (14th ar- from the ground or from defend-





imoured Regiment: take the Saving airplanes.
in developing th e j^ e  #t a tri-seryice march past 
J in  front of the legislative build-The capital area's present 300,- t , fo_ Ottawa and en-!i  ir m OI ui  ^gisi u  o uu- 
000 P°pulat‘0,)..w.U1 b,L a± wed.l° iv i ro L  prepared under direction! 1? * ^  witness _a fl^past^of the
Milwaukee**.*-.23 13 .639 ----  fellow issued an off-season ulti-inings, St. Louis whipped Chicago
S. Frajjci£c<>~’21 17 .553 3 jmatum to the club: 17-3 for its seventh victory in its
PittsbOrgh, * *20 18 .526 4 j  “Pitch me or trade me to a j  last eight games.
I/)S Angeles," 20 .512 4‘4 j club that will pitch me." In Saturday action the last-
Chicagpr * « f20[21 .488 5V4! It seems Mr. Conley knew place Phillies whipped Milwaukee
Cincinnati * * 18 21  ̂.462 6Vi! whereof he spoke. 4-2; Pittsburgh won its third in
St. Louis * 17 21 .447 7 I The split reduced Milwaukee's! a row by beating Cincinnati 6-5,
Philadelphia" 14 21 ,378 8̂ 2 first-place lead to three gamesjst. Louis downed the Cubs 5-1
Lanky Geqe. §opley[ finally has | over the. runner-up San Francisco [and San Francisco beat Los An- 
made believers, out of the Mil-!Giants, who defeated Los Ange-igeles 4-2.
waukee Br|ve?^ J  ■" |----------- :--------- :----------------------------------:------ ; 1 — —
It took the ̂ bc-foat-elght' right­
hander more than a year to do it 
but the Braves must be convinced 
now. The new Philadelphia pitch­
ing ace shut out his former 
Braves’- teammates 6-0 Sunday, 
doling out six hits while handcuff­
ing Henry Aaron without a safety.
The fact that hammerin’ Hank|sacramento 
rapped four hits in the nightcap San Diego 
and Milwaukee won 8-3 didn’t, Phoenix 
dampen Conley's superlative hurl-; Portland 
mg- (Spokane
Conley, traded by the Braves to j Vancouver 
the Phils just before the opening [salt Lake City 
of the season^now has permitted!Seattle
only. five" earned runs in 42 1-3; Vancouver Mounties dropped a
reach a maximum 600,000, prob­
ably by the end of the century. 1 
Satellite communities will absorb 
the surplus.
WOULD CONTROL SIZE
“Wc don’t want to be a big 
city,” said Gen. Kennedy. “A 
city of 1,000,000 population is 
many times more expensive. Ad­
ministrative costs go up astron­
omically. We hope to avoid . the 
problems that plague some of the 
larger metropolitan cities.”
of Paris citv planner Jacques Royal Canadian Air Force and 
Greber. Gen. Kennedy has some inspect _guards_ of honor supplied 
natural advantages, including the
The B-47s, controlled by radar
come a long way, too, including 
making them reliable and nearly 
foolproof against stray and unex­
pected signals.
In the earlier days of drona 
control, a physician’s diathermy 
machine could sometimes send 
signals that sent a drona out of 
control.
Beavers Pummel Mounties 
In Twin-Bill A t  Portland
In other games, Sacramento 
split a doubleheader with San 
Diego, winning the first 5-3 and 
dropping the second 7-1, Spokane 
beat Seattle 5-0 in the first and 
lost 17-1 in the second, w’hile 
Phoenix edged Salt Lake 5-4 in 
a single game.
. The result left the standings 
almost unchanged, with Sacra- 
innings. That’s a spectacular 1.07;Pacific Coast Baseball Leagueimento still firmly in first place,
followed by San Diego three 
games behind. Vancouver is in 
sixth, eight games behind Sacra­
mento.
In Portland, the Beavers won 
the first game behind the crafty
w. L. Pet. 'GBL
26 14 .650 —
23 17 .575 3
20 20 .500 6
18 18 .500 6
19 20 .487 6̂ 2
16 20 .444 8
15 21 .417 9
16 23 .410 9M:
superb sweep of the Gatineau 
Hills north of neighboring Hull, 
Que., and three major rivers, the 
Ottawa, Rideau and Gatineau.
Gen. Kennedy’s term runs for 
two more years, after which he 
may return to tlje forestry pro­
fession. He is married to the 
former Mary Macoun of Ottawa 
and has two sons and a daughter.
by the Royal Canadian Navy and 
the RCAF.
Included in several other pub­
lic appearances will be the at­
tendance of Her Majesty and the 
Duke of Edinburgh at a youth 
rally at Clover Point and at a 
garden party at Government 
House, where the couple will re­
side.
BRIEFS FROM BRITAIN
earned run average, the best in; doubleheader to Portland Beav- 
thc .National League. ; ers last night. The Beavers won
WRITTEN OFF first 2-1 and took the nightcap
Conley,' eqce’ a highly' prized 6-2._________  ■__________
0 Y  Rookie Has One Eye 
On Freshman Year Honors
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
American League
W L Pet. GBL
Cleveland 23 13 .639 -r—
Chicago 23 15 .605- 1
Baltimore 22 17 .564 2Vz
Kansas City 17 18 .486 5\4
Washington 19 21 .475 6
Boston 15 21 .417 8
Detroit 15 22 .405 8>,2
New' York 14 21 .400 m
LITERARY NEST
' WEYBRIDGE, England <CP) 
Robins are nesting in a bookcase 
at a home in this\§urrcy town.
BOOM IN AIRY
LONDON (CP)—A total of 302 
works sold for . £26,000 at the 
Royal, Academy summer show, 
compared with 297 for £19,000 
last year.
CATCHING UP
*JGRTH*CERMEY. Eng. <CP> 
Residents of this Gloucestershire 
village are raising £4,000 to re­
pair their church. The damage 
was caused by a fire five cen­
turies ago—in 1460.• •
NOT PARTICULAR
DERBY, Eng. (CP) — Thieves 
pitching of Art Houtteman, while | broke .into four shops here. In 
Bob Dipietro's booming bat led | the.first two the tills were empty, 
the way in the second.
Vic Lombardi went the dis­
tance for Portland in the night­
cap, scattering nine hits. It'was 
his fourth victory with only one 
loss.
But Lombardi had plenty of 
! support and Dipietro supplied 
most of it. Dipietro smacked a 
homer in the first, a one-run
second game, 6-3. Kansas City 
downed the White Sox 8-6 and ‘
Washington whipped Boston 8-3.
The Yankees bounded out of:
their slump with a 13-5 rout at ... . . .. . . . .  . . . . . .
Baltimore Saturday while the i ‘ „ ^
Tigers scored a 6-4 victory over 
Cleveland. Washington scored six 
runs in the 11th Saturday for a 
10-4 victory over the Red Sox and
.Jerry Walker, n 20-yenr-old 
with* the poise and control of a 
s c a s u n e  d campaigner, has 
thrown his hat in the ring for 
rookie-of-yenr honors,
The big righthander hasn’t at­
tracted the attention of such 
Baltimore pitching heroes ns 
llovt Wilhelm, Billy O’Dell and 
Billy I.oex'but the kid from Ada, 
Okla., has pitched ps . well ns 
nhvlxxly in the American League 
this year.
Sunday, for instance,' Walker 
threw a five-hitter at New York 
n*> Baltimore Orioles bent the 
Yankees 2*1 iii 'the second game 
of a .elouhlehendcr to,prevent the 
defending champions from escap­
ing from the cellar, Only Norm 
Sietv'rnjs seventh * tpntng homo 
nm kept him from duplicating 
Wlutcy Ford’s shutout in 




scored in the fifth and a one-run 
double in the sixth.
Joe Durham was Vancouver’s 
power man in that game. His 
first-inning sacrifice fly brought 
City- swamped Chicagqjh0mc one runi nnd his single in 
I the seventh brought in another,
In, the third they stole a few £1 
notes. In the fourth they found
INDIANAPOLIS TAP) — For-1 the Bclond Special that has won 
mer winners Jimmy Bryan of the last two 500s. Owner-builder 
Phoenix, Arlz. and Pat Flaherty George Salih nnd his crew Com 
of Chicago will start awny back pletely rebuilt the power plant 
in the field Saturday when 33 and Brynn qualified Saturday 
cars blast away from the starting! Tho field, qualified a little 
line In the 43rd 500-mlle race at.slower than last year’s record 
the Indlnnnpolis Motor Speedway, | average of 143,445 miles nn hour, 
The windup of 10-mile qualifies-!This year’s average.in the four 
tlons 'Sunday left Bryan In the i qualifying sessions wns 143,004 
the! middle of the seventh row, 191 The front half of tho lineup Is 
vic-;cnrs to pass before he can repent1 extremely fast, led by Johnny 
I Inst year's $105,000 victory, | Thomson of Boyortown, Pn,, who 
Flaherty, returning to the line- set a one-lnp record of 146,532
It was Walker's (mirth sti'idght J>P foFthe fU:«t time since he took J May 16, The Inst hnlf, although
”  ‘ manned by veteran drivers, in­
cludes 10 cars with qualifying 
speeds that .would not have made 
Inst yenr’s lineup,
Speedway Veterans groped for
v'ctoiy Hits season without a set*,tho 1956 Memorial Day .event, 
back, qualified n shade faster titan
Although held to a split in their! Hry:m nnd will stnrt In 18th plnce, 
(Imihlehender with Detroit, Cleve-1 In the sixth row, 




BROMHEAD, Sask., tCPI - 
Amateur archaeologists arc reap­
ing a rich harvest in Saskatche­
wan this year.
High winds and drifting topsoil 
have laid bare many a long- 
buried artifact, Including arrow­
heads and spear points which be­
come collectors’ items nnd add to 
the knowledge of early man,
Among new finds reported to 
the Saskatchewan museum of nat­
ural history at Regina wns a Fol­
som point dating back 10,000 
years. Tills spear point wns found 
by Stanley Durr in this district 
100 miles southwest of Regina, 
near the U,S, border.
The third such find in the area, 
the point is loaf-shaped, about 
three inches long nnd an inch 
wide. The type Is named nfter 
Folsom, New Mexico, where the 
first was found in 1928.
place margin to u full game 'liver Bryan nearly missed the pro- explanations <— uncommonly high 
Uhicngi’i White Sox. Cleveland gram, His oil pump fnllcd Friday winds, too much rain, and low 
won the opener 3*2 but lost the nnd nlmnst ruined the engine of ] temperatures tiint kept tires from
getting a good grip on the brick 
and iifiphnjt track, 1 1 ■ ,
MOSTLY OLDTIMERS 
The llncup In Its final form was 
loaded with oldtlmers who know 
every crack nnd bump In the 
Mieedv/ny. A. -I. Foyt'of Houston, 
Tex,, 24, will he the only driver 
under ,30. \  v 
Paul llussO, 48, Webster Groves* 
Mo,, reluctrihtly purled company 
with, th e  powerful Nov in wjileh
For Finance Honors O f #59
NEW YORK (CP) — Hillsdale, j  Harry Isaacs’ Brookfield Farms, 
a fom-vvar-old campaigning on made a bid to get txick into tho 
the west roust.' (\nd Vertex, n!Uuee.yeai*old title picture with n 
five-yeavold building a great tep- <H/zllng performance in S!K),050
!iilalmn ta tlp> East, mte making Withers iplle at, Belmont, Park,(ho set tho race’s nnc-lhp record 
MB',tig huls 'tor handicap,and' R*'. The son of liitmt, who wits*144.416 miles an hhqr In 1956 lic­
it,wiul, honqrs of 1959.' 1 ' kept out of tho Kentucky Derbv (ore he crushed Into the wall. A
Both won lust Saturday. Hills- ‘ "  
dale, took the *112,900 Californian 
in Hollywo^l Park and Vertex the
834,650 Caff^'iv handicap' at Gar* the books one of Map O'War'a 
den State Park. , f«w romnlliinn records
On hits way to winning *58,072 
and paying *7,50, Intentionally
Cold War Could 
Produce Benefits 
Says Economist
MONTREAL (CP) -  A leading 
Frencji economist secs the cold 
war ns n rivalry that could pro­
duce great benefits for the world,
Frnneous Pcrroux, author nnd 
lefturor, said tho peaceful strug* 
glc between East and West could 
soi'vc to help underdeveloped 
countries and stimulate techno­
logical progress.
“ I think this struggle for co­
existence could be a spur for 
g r e a t e r  Inventions, more re­
sourcefulness,” he said, “We 
should create new Industrial qr* 
ganljtatlons to enhance the West's 
prestige nnd ability to nsslst 
poorer nations,*’
But he warned that human ns 
well ns
and ate three fried chickens.
MOUNTS UP
LONDON (CP) — A one-gallon 
bottld into which customers of a 
pub in Woolwich have been put­
ting coins for the last 19 months 
has yielded £32 for the national 
spastics society.
NO TIME LIMIT
ENFIELD. Eng.‘ (CP)—Council 
of this Middlesex town has ruled 
that old-age pensioners need no 
longer pay libraryfftteS for over­
due books. 'They can keep them 
as long as they like.
FALSE ALARM
LONDON (CP> — Firemen 
called by a passer-by rushed to 
a smoke-filled showroom in cen­
tral London. The manager ex­
plained he was testing the ven­
tilation system with a smoke 
bomb.
BIG OVERSIGHT
YAPTON, England (CP)-Res- 
idents of this Sussex village 
waited four years while their new 
flagpole was seasoned in a pick­
ling vat. Then it was erected on 
a public holiday—but no one in 
the village could find the flag for 
it.
COSTLY EFFORT
CHATHAM, Eng. (CP) -  The 
tenant of a municipal house in 
this Kent town started to sweep 
his chimney, and council has or­
dered him to pay £4. That’s the 
cost of sending four men to the 
house to get the brush dowi\ 
again.
EXPENSIVE MOTHS
LONDON (CPI—Moths are the 
great enemy of the heavy serge 
uniforms London policemen wear 
on special occasions. This is one 
reason for n suggestion to dis 
enrd the issue of ceremoninl uni­




A house with.a purple roof nnd 
yellow brickwork, proposed to be 
built in this Leicestershire vll 
Inge, lins been banned by the 
housing .ministry, It said the col 
ors would be out of plnce nnd tho 
design would not harmonize with 
the rest of the vlllnge,
YOU CAN ORDER




Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them in your 
album.
Large Glossy 6tj  x 8Vi 
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Please





• light aroma a lso
%ee%e
R U M
. —•very  l ig h t
25 oz and 
12 oz bottles
INK-!
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
Basis of Your Spray Program 
from Pink Spray on . . .




VICTORIa\  (CP'—Queen Ellzn- 
both nnd Prlnco Philip will spend 
three relaxing days nt Ponnnsk 
Lnke, 40 miles south of Knrn- 
loops, to break up n varied tour 
of British Columbia,
The royal couple will fly to the 
lnki\ retreat \by, float plane, rc- 
turnmg the Name way three days 
lutcr,
The lake, Is well stocked with
IlilLiluK'S share of the purse, 
$66,600, i .hi hi-* ctitninua for the 
yeni to $27n,:).5o Vertex picked un 
S.H'(72 end Uxrited In} bankroll 
to *246,02!) Tho.se me the two top 
III*.un v for the ,\e,tr.' ,..1 ,
intentionall,', •
largo trout, and nt lenst,30 miles
. , tochnplogicnl progress! from nny Inrge centre,
and ■ PrenkRes* beeimSe of Ills new fuel Injhetlon system In the must bo eneourtfged, - v  ' TO OPEN TUNNEL 
doubtful staying ability, reeled off,Twin NoVts fulled tnjfunctlnn, ! “We must refrhln from rcgnrd-i In annMinAInft'the'Itinerary here 
tho mile in 1:35 3-5 and wined off; Flv» newcomers mode the line- Ing underdeveloped cduntrlhs ns B.C, Premier W, A. C,' Ben-
up. TluV fastest wns Bobby Grim 
of Indinnnpolis, who will sit In 
the-second*rbW with a qualifying 
speed of 144.329 miles' an hour, 
Other rookies me Don Bran-ton. 
n second In-t- Champaign, lib; Chuck Arnold, 
ter than the track tt'uirlf HetStrtmford, Conn.; Itlchnrd' 'Red' 
ended, up three lengths iii Roht Amluk, Muncte, Ind , nnd Jim 
speedster from,of Mitnnssa Mnuler , 'McWithey, Anderson, Ind.
went the firM six furlongs 'In 
J,:(W' !•*>, pne-fIBh of
places to he subsidized, dlsrc 
gnrdlng tho human aspect.
“New organizations must aim 
at forming men at thb sank- 
time as creating tcchnologlcnV
nett said: “Wc are particular! 
honored, of course, that British 
Coluinblu has been chosen, ns the
vacation urea of the lloyul Tour, 
Her MnjestvAt Pennnsk Lake
ndvancement, One ennnoi naively and Ills Royal Hlghheiot will lest 
assume to transplant Into these;from the rigors of their visit1 
countries our own form of cco-'nmong Incomparable surround 





From More Insects 
Closer to Harvest
14 days before picking apple* or pears 










CHERRY FRUIT FLY1 
BLACK CHERftY APHID 
SAN JOSE SCALE 
CHERRY RUST MITE
Fisons Diazinon lias been thoroughly 
field-tested right here in the Okanagan, 
Valley on apples, pears, cherries, 
peaches, ' pltiins and , strawberries. 
These tests have proven tlv, Diazi- 
non’s wide spectrum and low (cost per 
season make it an essential pari of 
your spray program. Pliin to increase 
this year’s yield—-and profit—with 
Fisons Diazinon, ' ' . ■ ,
, - , ‘ \ .
Registered trade marhc, Pntenled 1956 ' From Your
, l.ocnl Supplier. (
IVcntern Canada Dlntrllmlora: Chlpman Chemical* Limited, IVinnlprg
\ ’ 1
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Your Words W ork Wonders In Courier Classifieds - Dial PO 2-4445
Births
TOMR. AND MRS. ALISTAIR J. 
Galbraith, at the Royal Jubilee 
Hospital, Victoria, on Saturday, 
May 23. 1959, a son. '
Deaths
! Business Personal ,
STROHM’S BARBER A N D \ 
1 Beauty Shop. 2974 South Pandosy.! 
Open all day Wednesday, closed j 
iMonday. Hours 9 a.m.-7 p.m. f 
’ *' tf ;
BIGLAND — Allan. Funeral serv­
ice for the late Mr. Allan Fletcher 
Bigland of 2401 Richter St. who 
passed away in the Kelowna Hos­
pital on Saturday May 23rd. will 
b? held from Day’s Chapel of 
Iternemberance on Tuesday May 
26th, at 2 p.in. Rev. D. M Perley 
will conduct the service, inter­
ment in the Kelowna Cemetery. 
Surviving Mr. Bigland is his lov­
ing wife Clara in Kelowna and 
one son Lome in Kamloops; one 
grandchild,one sister in Edmon­
ton, Alta., ah uncle. Mr. John 
Fletcher of Kelowna. Mr. Bigland 
was a member of St. George s 
I/Odge No. 41, AF and AM. of 
Kelowna. The family requests no 
flowers please. Day’s funeral 
Service are in eharge of the ar­
rangements. _ _ ____
Funeral Homes
! SEWING -  CUSTOM MADEj 
drapes, guaranteed work Com ; 
ivtitive price Joan Degenhardt I 
Phone PO 2-3626. tf
1 DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE - i 
1 Free estimates Doris Guest j 
Phone PO 2-2481.   J fl
FORANY TYPE CEMENT work. 
..sidewalks, patios, fences, fire­
places. chimneys. For free esti­
mate phone PO 2-8157. tf.
’ WM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
1 DECuRATING contractor. Kel­
owna. B C Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging Phone 
I your, requirements now. P0 2- 
13578. M. Th. tl
VISIT o. lTJONES USED FUR­




W A N T ED
Someone who is now 
commuting between i 
Kelowna and Vernon j 
by car ! 
to deliver newspapers 
to Vernon daily.
Able to leave Kelowna 
at 2:30 p.m.
Phone PO 2-4445
C IR C U L A T IO N  M A N A G E R
The Daily Courier
Property For Sale
LA R G E FA M ILY  H O M E FOR SALE
This beautiful three-,vear-old home is situated on a nicely land­
scaped lot about one block from the lake. It contains large 
living room, dining room with glass doors to patio, cabinet 
electric kitchen with exhaust fan and eating area, three large 
bedrooms, a study or'office, large rumpus room, and utility 
room. There are oak floors throughout and this home is heated 
with an automatic oil furnace.
FULL PRICE $19,750.00 WITH TERMS
Charles D . Gaddes Real Estate
288 BERNARD AVE. DIAL POplar 2-3227
Property Wanted
10 TO 15 ACRES APPLE ORCH­
ARD. Full production. 2 bedroom 
home. Prefer east or south Kel- 
lowna. Contact A. Warran. Robert 
H. Wilson Realty 543 Bernard 
Ave. 245
COURIER PATTERNS
3 ROOM LAKESHORE COT­
TAGE furnished or unfurnished. 
Please no children or dogs. Apply 
at 564 Bernard Ave or phone 
PO 2-2080. tf
2 BEDROOM HOME. GLEN- 
MORE on l acre, $3,000 down. 
Phone PO 2-4977. 244
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED, 
I in new house construction, also! 
; alterations and repairs, free est­
imates. Phone PO 2-4831. j
men wed I n  tf l
tf;
Schools And Courses
The Interior’s Finest Mortuary 
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
Our aim is to be worthy of your 
confidence.
1665 Ellis St. Phone PO 2-2294
Coming Events
KELOWNA REBEKA1I LODGE 
No. 36 Bazaar, Nov. 11. 2 to 5.
245
EXPERT CLEANING
Have your rugs, carpets and up-1 
holstery quickly cleaned in your 
home or office. No muss, no odor,
| no liouid touches the fabric, just 
soft dry foam that’s immediately 
removed. For more information 
about this very convenient ser- 
1 vice, free estimate, no obligation, 
please phone PO 2-4371 after 5 
' p.m. ________  250
Personal
AQUATIC DINING ROOM NOW 
open for the season. ______ tf
yVCO^ERT FEATURING FOLK 
dances and songs of several 
Slavic countries will be held May 
29th, 8 p.m. in the Ukrainian 
Cultural Society Hall on the Am- 
brosi Subdivision. Admission 50 
cents Children 25 cents. Every­
one is cordially invited to attend.
245
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 
Write P.O. Box 587, Kelowna.
MAPLE RIDGE EQUITATION 
CENTRE
The Maple Ridge Equitation Cen­
tre is putting on courses in riding 
for all ages and standards of rid­
ing commencing June 29th — go­
ing right through to September. 
You can take one, two or more 
weeks or stay on for the two 
months. Accommodation f o r  
boarding students in comfortable 
Lodge near the stables. Chief In­
structress is Mrs. April Mervedt 
(ffrench-Mullen). B.H.S. Write 
for programme and rates to: 
32nd Rd., Walnut Place, Haney. 
Phone INg. 3-9711 or INg. 3-9717.
HOM E BUYERS O P P O R T U N IT Y
Family home in a good residential district. Main floor has 2 
bedrooms, living room with , dining ell, kitchen and bathroom. 
Upstairs has 2 bedrooms partly finished with roughed in 
plumbing. Full basement has extra bedroom, cooler,, hotwater 
heater and furnace. A good buy at $11,770.00 with very good 
terms available. Multiple Listing.
JO H N S T O N  &  T A Y LO R
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building
Evenings PO 2-2975, PO 2-4151, PO 2-2912
tf
Equipment Rentals
FLOOR SAND ING MACHINES 
land polishers now available for'; 
!rent in Kelowna; also spray guns, 
skill saw, electric disc, vibrator 
! sanders and roto-tiller. B & B 
; Paint Spot Ltd. For details phone 
j  PO 2-3636. M. W. F. tf
Cars And Trucks
Phone PO 2-2816
; 1948 HARLEY DAVIDSON MOD- 
; EI. 47 motor cycle. Windshield, 
'buddy seat, saddle bags.'Phone: 
! PO 2-4548 after 5. 247 i
Small Appliances
AQUATIC OPENING — CANA­
DIAN and Hawaiian Fashion 
Shows 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. Wed., 
May 27. Tickets at door or from 
auxiliary members. 245
Business Personal
! VANCOUVER PRICES -  GE 
!Sunbeam kettles, irons, toasters,
| example GE Fry Pans $14.95. 
Barr and Anderson, 594 Bernard^
Help Wanted (Female)
For Rent
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped 
Interior Sentie Tank Service 
Phone PO 2-2674. tf
CEMETERY BRONZE TABLETS 
and memorial granites. H. 
Schuman, 465 Morrison Ave. 
Phone PO 2-2317. tf
j  WOMAN, 30 TO 45 YEARS, FOR 
position with name company to 
.work in Kelowna and district. 
Business preferred, but not neces­
sary. Comprehensive training 
program and fringe benefits. 
Permanence and good earnings 
I offered. Please submit qualifi- 
! cations in writing to Box 3509 
Kelowna Courier. 245
APARTMENT FOR RENT—Ful­
ly modern. Consisting of bed­
room, livingroom, dinette, kitch­
en with refrigerator and electric 
range, bathroom, large closets 
and storage room. Use of Auto­
matic washer and dryer, wall to 
I wall carpeting. Apply Bennetts 
Store, phone PO 2-2001.
243, 245, 247, 249
Morrison &  Pandsoy
Neat,. clean, two bedroom 
home. Living room is 18’ 
long and has fireplace and 
mahogany panelling. Kitchen 
is modern with plenty of cup­
boards and eating area. 
Automatic g a s  furnace, 
fenced lot and garage.
FULL PRICE $8500 
Low Down Payment. M.L.S.
Service Station 
and Grocery Store
Situated on Highway 97 near 
Kelowna. Good gallonage 
and steady grocery trade. 2 
room living quarters. Priced 
right at $3500 plus stock of 
approximately $400. Rent 
$125 month.
C A R R U TH ER S  &  M EIK LE LT D .
364 BERNARD AVE. — PHONE PO 2-2127 
Geo. Gibbs PO 2-8900 — Evenings — Louise Borden PO 2-4715
CARS AND TRUCKS . . .  . . . i  
MUST SELL—1947 FORD PAN-: 
EL pick-up in good running con-! 
dition, $150 cash. Phone PO 2- j 
8601. 249:
FOR SALE AUSTIN RECENTLY 
overhauled, good shape. Cheap. 
Phone PO 2-3389. 247
* 41 FORD TUDOR SEDAN, 
good condition with new motor 
and tires $100. Phone PO 5-5901.
247
FOfTsALE—1700 SERIES“CHEV 
truck complete with box and 
hoist. And also 4-5 yard dump 
box and hoist. Apply Jogie Basran 
Phone PO 5-5019. 249
MUST~SELZ^-1947 FORD PICK­
UP in good running condition. 
$150 cash. Phone PO 2-8601.
249
RELIABLE BABYSITTER 4 
1 days a week. Apply 2255 Pandosy.
245
TR Y A
3 BEDROOM HOUSE IN GLEN- 
MORE apply J. K. M. Clarke 
McDougaU Orchards on Valley 
Road. 247
LARGE COMFORTABLE FUR­
NISHED light housekeeping room. 
Suitable for two. Two blocks 
north of hospital. Reasonable, j 
Non smokers, non drinkers. 
Phone PO 2-2559, 482 Glenwood 
Ave. 246
Position Wanted
COURIER W A N T  A D
NICELY FURNISHED 2 - ROOM 
basement suite, for quiet adults. 
$40 per month. Apply 681 Pat- 
i STEADY JOB CUTTING LAWNS, terson Ave. 246
743 Wilson j  FURNISHED BED - SITTING 
Room for ladies, kitchen facili­
ties. Apply Mrs. Craze, 542 Buck- 
land Ave. tf
Choice Lots N o w  Available on 
CHERRY HILL SUBDIVISION
Knox Mountain Road, Glenmore. Gas, Power and Domestic 
water available. Good residential area close to school, store 
and golf course.
For full information Phone
Harold Marshall R0 6-2580 or P0 2-2995
248
FOR QUICK SALE — 1956 FORD 
Fairlane, fully equipped, excel­
lent condition. Phone PO 2-6173.
tf
’53 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE — 
Call PO 2-7277 after 6 p.m. or 
2202 Aberdeen St. 245
1950 MG SPORTS CAR. $150 
down. Good condition. Phone 
PO 2-7294. 249
BUSINESS A N D  PRO FES S IO N AL DIRECTORY
AIR CONDITIONING MOVING AND STORAGE
For all your heating* air conditioning and D. CHAPMAN & Co.
refrigeration problems contact the experts.' Allied Van Lines. Agents Local* Long 
■ARCTIC REFRIGERATION '.Distance Moving. Commercial and House-
Kao Pandosy St. Pnone P02-2682 ĥ d *>toraS e __  phonc P02-2928
NOVELTIES AND GIFTS
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day , week, month, also 
housekeeping 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone PO 2-2215. tf
ALUMINUM AWNINGS
Koolvent awnings. No down payment.
JUMBO ENTERPRISES 
1033 Pandosy St. Phone P02-3M1
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
FRANK’S NOVELTY & GIFT SHOP 
Harold Johnston, Prop.
Hobby Supplies, Jokes, Tricks', Toy*, 
Games. Fine China, Souvenirs.
243 Bernard Ave.
3 ROOM GROUND FLOOR 
apartment, 1753 Richter St. 
Available June 1. Phone ROger 
6-2631. tf
P IN E G R O V E ESTATES
HOBSON ROAD
3 B ED ROOM  H O M E
JUST COMPLETED
J.535 sq. ft., ultra modern 
throughout. Hardwood floors, 
panelled walls, ceiling-to- 
floor brick fireplace, gas 
furnace, full basement. In 
new subdivision. Only 200 
yards to fine beach.
OKANAGAN MISSION
LOTS A V A ILA B LE
In this fine new suD-division, 
with access to beach, only 4 
miles from Kelowna. Natural 
'gas and approved water sys­
tem available, good soil con­
ditions. School and commu­
nity hall nearby.
View these lots today.
Fuel And Wood




11This excellent low price winter 
,;fucl wood is delivered in city, 
ijthe Bankhead or Gyro Park 
I areas for $5 per unit. (Out of;
|town deliveries slightly higher), j
Don’t delay, get several loads i 
now for winter use. j
Phone S im pson's
BRILLIANT BIRDS
By LAURA WHEELER
Look closely—all arc ’'real" 
birds! Let them alight on towels, 
cloths, scarves, pillows.
Blue jay, wren, tanager, kin- 
let—follow charts for Nature’s 
own vivid colors. Pattern 812: 
transfer four motifs about 7 x 
9&; four motifs about 2 x 4Vi.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS 
in coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted • for this pattern to The 
Daily Courier, Needlecraft Dept., 
60 Front St. W., Toronto, Ont. 
Print plainly PATTERN NUM­
BER, your NAME and AD­
DRESS.
Send for a copy of 1959 Laura 
Wheeler Needlecraft Book. It has 
lovely designs to order: em­
broidery, crochet, knitting, weav­
ing, quilting, toys. In the book, 
a special surprise to make a 
little girl happy—a cut-out doll, 





TOPS EV ER YTH IN G
By MARIAN MARTIN
Sew-Easy Printed Pattern! See 
the d iagram —’ even a beginner 
can whip up this terrific topper 
in jiffy-time. Note casual lines, 
turn-back cuffs. Choose wool, 
faille or cotton in black, navy, 
or bright colors.
Printed Pattern 9144: Misses* 
Sizes 12. 14, 16, 18, 20; 40, 42. 
Size 16 takes 2% yards 54-inch.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FORTY CENTS (40c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be accep­
ted) for this pattern. Please 
print plainly SIZE, NAME, AD­
DRESS, STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Daily 
j  Courier, Pattern Dept., 60 Front 
I St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Lively Breeze Hampers
A lively breeze kept scoring 
down on Sunday when the BCD’s 
(affiliates got back to the 600 yd. 
range.
I Fair scores were made at the 
(shorter range of 200 yds., with 
(Roy Foote putting up the best
tlier in the not-distant future.
Dick Craster had an excellent 
start at the shorter range, but 
ran into grief at 600.
SCORES:
LOVELY 2 ROOM UNFURNISH­
ED suite. Available June 1. Phoned 
Phone PO2-3502jPO 2-8613. tf '
PHONE J. W. SWAISLAND AT PO 4-4452 today Uvas an excellent shoot for her 
245 , 247! first attempt, and she is likely 
----- - ----  to be catching up with her fa-
Tl'nNER BROS.
Major Appliance Repairs At 
Kelowna Service Clinic
PAINTING AND DECORATING j WELL FURNISHED SLEEPING, 
experienced 'painter, decorntor. 'sign I rooms, suitable for traveller. |
painter, also Disney cartoons for chil. i Phone PO 2-3097 . 249Phone PO2-2031 1509 Water St dren's playrooms. Will do professional'-------------------------------- — ---—
- .......- ” iiu'c imnuATir------ job. CONTACT H. Peter Kuehn, Phone | SLEEPING ROOM. 453 LAWR-
J Appliance service _________ _ . _________(ENCE Ave. Phone PO 2-2414.
Recommended Westlnghouse Service 
Phone P02-2001 At Bennett’s PHOTO SUPPLIES
u irT inv rP H t! 1 IMBELIN’S CAMERA SHOPAUCTIONEERS __ Photo Finishing. Color Films and Services
Ready- Cash Await, You" for ali'W.e- j274 »•«“ «» Ave. , g Kelowna 
hold ellccls. Also goods Inken in for _I_none PO--.108 _ _j
PLUMBING AND HEATING
i
auction. Phone P02-292I, 275 Leon Ave.1 
CROWE'S Al'CTTON ROOMS I
CAR DEALERS T. J. FAHLMAN
SIEG MOTORS 
Borgward and Renault Sales & Service1. 
542 Bernard Ave, Phone P02-34521
Night: P02-3418
1569 Water St. Phone PO2-2031
Plumbing and Heating
"p r e f a b  h o m e s’
,,, aVDViri,’u As tow as 33,000. l»'r down, low paymentsCLEANING SERVICES jumbo ENTERPRISES
(urnlturer rugs 3051 r *ndo’» at- rhon* **02-3041
tf
Wanted To Rent
1 0 R 2_B_EDROOM~l^U 1 ^  ED
house wanted by elderly couple. 





and wnlls the scientific way, 
ation. Reasonable rales. Free -Jgi 






KELOWNA PAINT «. WALLPAPER LTD. 




2.19 Bernard Ave. Phone P02-21IO
~ p u b l ic s t e n o g r a p h e r '
DELICATESSENS
YVONNE K. IRISH
Lellers, ■ reports, circulars, bulletins, 
mlneographlng etc.
Room 2 318 Bernard Phone - P02-2?47
E. A . C A M PB ELL 
&  C O M P A N Y
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
Phone PO 2-2838
102 Radio Building Kelowna
At, ESTATE — INStJBAKGK
270 BERNARD AVE. PHONE PO 2-2739
152 ACRE' RANCH
With 60 acres under cultivation and the balance of acreage 
in timber. There is a pretty fair 3 bedroom home, with living 
room, kitchen, bathroom and large verandah. Cow barn, 2 hay 
barns, chicken house, granary and machine shop. 1951 Ford 
Tractor and full line of machinery. 18 head registered Here­
ford and 7 head grade cattle. This desirable property is situ­
ated 5 miles from town, oiv power and phone line. School bus 
within Vi mile. The land is productive and well drained and 
there is a creek through the property, and the full price is only 
$16,250.00 including stock and equipment. Some terms avail­






riK*n on t̂ho'̂ rwnUe**'*',1419 l:l111' -S1- Plume PO2-2065•““*** , . I Snhslnclion and Speed on Your
DELIVERY SERVICE ___  Rubber Siamp Need* '
C0.11KT DELIVERY SERVICE* ~ | SAND AND GRAVEL
General ̂  CarVuae Delivered strulslU from our pit,'
sim te.m Ave Kelowna b r  iCrushed Rmidway Gravel fur your drive-JMI Leap A\e. Kelowna. H.L, _ Phone PO 2 4183 nr PO 4,4372.
J, W, BEDFORD LTD.SPEEDY DELIVERY SERVICE 
Delivery and Transfer Service 
II. E. (Herman) llanson 
1427 Ellis St.
Phone* Day PO 3-4023
Eve PO i'3433 _
“ EQUIPMENT RENTAL8 _
Vinor Sander* - Paint Sprayer* 
RotO'Tlller* • Ladders ■ Hand Sanders 
II. It R. PAINT SPOT LTD,
1477 Kill* 84. Phone P023638
SERVICE STATIONS
SUNSHINE SERVICE ,
Phone P02-.W9 ' Kelowna
Brakes • Car Wash • Tune-Up*
, Spring Change Over
fu n k r a i
'KELOWNA FU.NKIIA1 
Phone*
Day PO 1-3040 





SEWING SUPPLY CENTRE 
Phone P02-2001, 425 Bernard Ave,
Singer lloll-A.Magic Vacuum Cleaner 159,95 
llru»h Vacuum Cleaner *109,91 
Sewing Service a Speciality.
SHARPENING AND REPAIRS
* 1 '"'TOMMY''CRAFT
. Sharpening A Repair*
1433 F.III* St. Phone P02-3000
For Pick-Up and IH-llvery
hockoas propane LTD, {SUMMER COTTAGES— PItEFAB
"Your lloekga* Specialist* , For Ceniral .. ................. ------ *----OkauuiaW*1 i No down payment — 5-year term*,
Phone POI WM H*e Wtlmale* SJ« Bernard ’ JUMBO ENTERPRISES
CIRKI,̂ H bU 8E8 "ii ̂  __
Evergreen*, Flowering Shrub*. Perennial*.!, IT' AND RADIO
Petted Plant* and Cut Tlowtr*. , jJ IN|“ —
K RURNKTr Ortenhouaee A Nuraery ! '*■ " "\
ItU Glenwood Ave. phone P03-33I3 Telgviston and HI Ft Itadlp Specialist*
OAS EQUIPMENT
R U TH ER FO R D , B A ZET T  
&  CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
No, 9 — 206 Bernard Avis.
PHONE PO 2-2821
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D. H . C LAR K &  CO.
Accounting Auditing
Income Taj; Consultants





Pets &  Supplies'
SHELLY’S PET SUPPLIES
Puppies, budgies, gold and tropi- dez, 
eal fish, tame white mice and 
rats, novelties, - pet books. Com­
plete line dog foods and supplies, 
bird foods and supplies, aquar­
iums and equipment. - 256
OWNER SELLING! 3 BEDROOM 
stucco home, large living room 
with fireplace. Hardware floors 
throughout. Large bright kitchen 
with 220 wiring. Full basement 
with oil furnace, Price $13,200. 
Apply 369 Burnc Ave, Phone 
PO 2-7569, tf
T H O M P S O N
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Accounting -« Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee In Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
1487 WATER ST. PH. PO 2-3031
4 ROOM HOUSE, BATHROOM
with full plumbing, 2 bedrooms, 
kitchen, living room, on 40 ft. 
lot. 701 Clement Ave. 250
q u ic k ~ sa le7’ owneiv LEAV­
ING town, 3,bedroom house, full 
bnsement, gas furnace. Phono 
PO 2-210? after 5, 250
0 ROOM MODERN HOUSE with'
5 ncroR. Five miles out, Phono
Articles For Sale
PO 5-5278, i 248
IIARDWARJ STORKS I’hnn* ID3-?U) I 7 | «  l l k h k r  81.
UP1IOUSTERKRR
PIIOTO STUDIOS
<11, FAINTS . ........ . ..................... , .
n « » u  W a there > r ig *  I k r *  i m m » ,  R U T L A N D  U ! M I O L 8 T E n Y  \
W a lr r  l l r a l e *  B « | * i r  S a le * A  a t n i c *  n )3 .5 8 l3  R utland llnad
R U T L A N D  H A R D W A R E  _  - ' U *  » * * i «  n! b u ild in * • a t R d f r d - t u i l o m n *
R u tla n d  Rho ne r 0 3  5 U 7  ...................................... ..
MORTGAGES AND LOANS
*r r * f o r '  m o r t o  a g e “ m l  : « v
PO R TR AITS
with • Personality,




haveT ”a F ew  e x c e l l e n t
firfet mortgage opportunities for 
low amounts, such iih $2,500 on 
securities worth $7,000 to $10,000. 
If interested in a good Investment 
nt 7>,iV< to 8' V, nlenfio contact us 
shortly. Reekie Insurpnce Agenc­
ies, 253 Lawrence AviV., Kelowna, 
B.C. Phone PO 2-2340.__ _  247
MONEY TO LOAN, TO BUY, 
build, renovate or refinance. 
Reekie Agencies, 253 Luwrence 
Ave. Phone PO 2-2346. tf
1 AUTOMATIC WASHER AND 1 
dryer Viking Impcrinl, One year 
old, new condition, Pair for $419, 
Barr and Anderson (Interior) Ltd. 
594 Bernard Ave, 245
HARVEY...PIANO,”  iN~"GOOD
condition, $180,, Phono PO 2-0332 
or call 372 Christlcton Ave.
__ ___ 240
m^ ^ ^ oF e iT t n  new
condition, $15, 590 Bernard or 
phone P02 -2000. 247
WOOD AND COAL STOVE'. 
Apply 970 Lawrence Ave,. Phone 
PO 2-8579, __ _ ■_ 240




yoF lF F oYot^
to your beautiful lawns by using 
the fertilizer preferred by Goif 
Courses everywhere . . . MILOR- 
GAN1TE . . . The natural organic 
fertilizer, Not a chemical. Can be 
used on now or long established 
lawns with equal effect. Dry . . . 
clean . . . long lasting, obtainable 
in1 40 lb. or 80 lb. bags at your 
building suppliers in Kelowna. 
Wm. Haug and Sons. Water St.
244, 247, 250, 253
f 6 r~VELVET” LAWNS! ~TTIE 
inimitable Atco power mowers 
from $179,00, English made. Also 
Sisls Acreators from $12.00. For 
free demonstration on your lawn 
write Mitchell Homo and Garden 
Supply Ltd.. 202 Main St. Pentic­
ton, B,C,’ Distributors for Uni- 
vntor tillers’, 244
AFRICAN VIOLETS^ HOUSE- 
PLANTS and flower stnhds, 
Phone PO 2-8239, 1 tf
— WEEKEND FIGHTS 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Hollywood, Calif.—Danny Val- 
Los Angeles, out­
pointed Mcnny Gallardo, 129, Los 
Angeles, 10.
Havana — Hilton Smith, 125, 
Miami, stopped* Jorge Nunez, 
120%, Havana, 7. ;
Panama — Ike Chestnut, 129, 
New York, outpointed Jesus San- 
tnmnria, 1281,,4, Panama, 10.
200 600
yds. yds. Total
H. Foote ........ 47 45 * 92
s; Lee ----- .. . 45 44 89
K. Clarke ....... . 46 43 89
J. Vccqucray . . 46 43 89
C. Lee ............ . 44 44 88
G. Kennedy . . . . 46 42 88
J. Irvine ....... 41 44 85
R. C raste r....... . 47 36 83
R. Jellison__ . 45 37 82
C. Roy ......... . 40 40 80
J. Gordon ....... . 41 39 80
D. Lee __ . . . . . 35 36
BASEBALL SCORES
BLACK MOUNTAIN TOP SOIL, 
grnvei, light loam, shale. Ernie 
Rojom. Phono PO!'-8153. tf
and N.H.A. Giant, nm*uR 
UARRimiKIIS I* MEIKI.R LTD.
345 R«n*ld Ami, Phona IXM-1II7
i 444411 irriTIflT—“~,i'—lr—
IAN v: CMAiNHON 
■. 1 tiii >uu» •». - 1 , •
- (Utovna - rmoia POJ-JOO* - ,
I'rr* llnma ICtUmaM* 
WELDING
r  d K . V K H A L  S V F L I H N G  A  R E P A I R S  
O rn a m e n ta l Iron
I K K L O W N A  M A C H I N E  S H O P  
Phooa H ttU W
OFFICl'* k o c ip m e n t
Articles Wanted
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap Iron, steel, brass cop­
per, lend, etc, Honest grading. 
Prompt pnyment made.' Atlas 
Iron and Metals Ltd,, 250 Prior 
SI,, Vancouver, B.C. ' 1 Phono 
Mutual 1-6357 M-TH-tf




O K A N A G A N  
STATIO N ER S  LTD .
For your office furniiurc! 
iiu St.
Board And Room, . \ ■■
DOARb“ AND” ifW  
nessmen In comfortable home. 




liO M K IS W lilW
Now 8x25 holiday type house boot 
complete in every way, Built for 
all waterways for year round 
use. Ideal for fishing, hunting 
arid vacation. For details and 
pietdres write: Totem \ House- 
hunts, 8733 Fremlln St. Vaijcouver 
14, H.C;
12’ ITBRliOLASS FISHING Boat 
— New condition. Roasonablo, 




No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.




,J. per word 
0 consecutive Insertions \ 
or, imoro per word
Classified Display ,
One Insertion $1.12 Inch
3 consecutive ,
Insertions 1,05 Inch
0 consecutive Insertions 
or moro .05 inch
, Classified Cards 
One Inch dally . . . .  17,50 month 
Dally for 6 mofiths ., 8,50 month 
S count lines daily $ 0,00 month 
Each mfdlUhnal llnr 2,00 mpnth
WILL REBUILD MILL
Red Caps Edged 
By Stolen Run 
In S O K 'M  Tilt
RUTLAND—Rutland Red Caps 
and the Vernon Timber Wolves 
battled down to the line in a close 
contest nt Vernon’s Lukevlcw 
Park on Sunday, and the Vernon 
nine captured the honors 4-3.
Rutland led 3-2 in the fourth, 
but in the sixth Vernon, went 
ahead getting what proved to be 
the winning run on u steal home 
on n pnssed bull,
Winning pitcher whs 'Saunders, 
who struck out nine, walked 
none, hut allowed eight hits, ;
Tim loser was Wayne Horning, 
who fanned eight, allowed nine 
hits, gave up two walks, hut led 
the team with three, hits in four 
times nt bat,
Ouchl was top batter for Ver­
non, getting throe hits and a 
walk In four, trips to the plate, 
and scored the winning run.
, There were no extra banc hits, 
a strong wind from the north­
west slowing down th« fly holla, 
In the tqp of the seventh Rut­
land had the tying run on third, 
but Rieger, at bat, failed to beat 
out a hit and Was out at first for 
the final out, though the runner 
from third had crossed the plate, 
The two teams meet again at 
Rutland on Thursduy evening, 
Vernon, so far, hgs not lost a 
game. ,
LINE SCORES
Rutland , 001 200 0 -3  8 2
Vernon \  110 002 x—4 9 1
SOK’M STANDING—
W
Vernon. ..................  7
i w  Kill
BUSINESS AT PRESENT BIDE 
Line — Gfaxl possibilities for 
right person \a» full time opera! 
Phone PO 2-2883 lop, Phono PO 5-5365i
Radio Accessories
BATTERIES FOR EVERY Type 
transistor,! portable radio. Barr 
247 and Anderson, 594 Bernard. •. tf
Dy TIIE CANADIAN PRESS 
SATURDAY 
American League
Detroit 6 Cleveland 4 
Washintgon 10 Boston 4 
New York 13 Baltimore 5 
Chicago 0 Kansas City 16 
National League 
Pittsburgh G Cincinnati 5 
SI, Louis 5 Chicago 1 
Philadelphia 4 Milwaukee 2 
San Francisco 4 Los Angeles 2 
International League 
Montreal 5 Richmond 4 
Columbus vs. ’Toronto ppd.
Miami vs, Buffalo ppd.
Havana ys, Rochester ppd.
, American Association 
Houston 3-0 Charleston 6-5 
St. Paul 3 Minneapolis 1 
Omaha 2 Denver 4 
Dallas 2 Indianapolis 12 
Pacific Coant League 
Vancouver 7 Portland 1 
Phoenix II Salt. Lake City 0 
Sacramento 6 San Diego 7 
Spoknnc 1 Seattle 2 
SUNDAY 
American League 
New York 9-1 Baltimore 0-2 
Detroit 2-6 Cleveland 3-3 
Chicago 6 Kansas City 8 
.Washington 8 Boston 3 ,
National League 
Milwaukee 0-8 Philadelphia 6-3 
San Francisco 0 Los Angeles 1 
St.'Louis 7,.Chlengi>. 3 ',’ 
Cincinnati R3 Pittsburgh 2-5.
, Pacific Ceanl League 
Sacramento 5-1 San Diego 3-7 ■ 
Spokane 5-1 Seattle 0-17 
Phoenix 5 Salt Lake City 4 
Portland 2-0 Vancouver'1*2 
International League 
Richmond ht Montreal (R) ppd, 
Columbus 4-3 Toronto 3-5;(nccond 
game called after .5j j ' Innings 
curfew)
Miami 7-4 Buffalo 5-8 










Rutland'. . . .
Salmon Arm 
Lumby ......
Winfield . . .
Endcrby. . . .
SUNDAY'S GAMES ' ,
Vernon 4 Rutland.3 
Endcrby 6 Winfield 3 
Salmon Arm 4 I.umby 2 
Tills week's games—Tnesdily 
Winfield at Rutland; Thursday.-
OSOYOOS (CPi—Plans are In 
hand ,(or reconstruction o f , the 
Osyooti Sawmill:: plant, dONtroyed 
bv fire a week ago. Cotppnny 
officials sold they are sackin'* ’ 
temporary mill to cut lumber 
for the new plant rwl t • 1; ,
nluncr mlll-whlch escaped the Vernon at Rutland; Winfield nt 
fire— In operation. 1 , jKclownu.
■' 'V.' ■'(' t '' '■ . .’.’.'i - '' ' ■’ '
H O M E D ELIV ER Y
If you wish to have tho 
DAILY COURIER 
Delivered to your homo 
Regularly each afternoon 
planno phono:
KELOWNA ................  2*4445
OK. MISSION ............... 2-4445
RUTLAND ............ 2-4445




"Today’s Now* — Today”
I







BACK-ROAD FOLKS -THE 
VISIT/N® bird  V/ATCMEf*
•™ •«. **■■■ —■» E>-25
INTERPRETING T H E  NEW S
Nasser's Leadership 
To Be Goinq Downhill
youngish Hazza al Majali, specu 
iated in en interview Thursday 
that the spotlight more and mor« 
is turning on youthful King Hus­
sein of Jordan as a spokesman 
for logical progress toward Arab 
unity,
"In our estimation the only sure 
way to Arab unity is through mu 
tual understanding, not through 
domination by one side or the 
other,” Majali said.
King Hussein’s p o s i t i o n  is 
strengthened by the s h o c k
By WILLIAM L, RYAN 
Associated Press Staff Analyst
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) — Here 
in the heart of the Arab east, a 
conviction is growing among qual­
ified observers that President 
Nasser’s leadership is going down­
hill.
Propaganda of his United Arab 
Republic is losing its punch — so 
much so that Jordan's govern­
ment, long one of its chief tar 
gets, claims it now can consider
Cairo broadcasts more or less a j  throughout the Arab area at what 
minor problem. happened in Iraq, Majali said.
If this is borne out, it promises j Arabs now were beginning to 
to be one of the most important :ask themselves whether a clash 
developments in the Arab world i0f principles concerning the di 
since the drift in Iraq toward rection of Arab unity could create
B ELIEV E IT O R  N O T By Ripley
communism.
Indeed that is considered one 
of the reasons behind Nasser’s 
gradual decline as a spokesman 
for Arab unity.
LOOKS TO HUSSEIN
a situation in which Communists 
can hope to spread their influ 
ence.
GAVE REDS OPENING
Referring to Nasser, Majali
in the Arab east. , KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. MONDAY, MAY *5, 1951 PAGE I
In short, he said. Arabs are be- ' ~  ------------------------------------- —
ginning to ask "will it happen;evcnts have demonstrated that. But meanwhile there has been 
, e ‘ .. , .. .  . !Hussein has been right all along a noticeable decrease in radio
of atU t^df to ^ k k s t to e  I *“  df wm|ned °W*«ition to com- propaganda attacks from' Cairo
area of Jordan where Nasser’s, unism* and Damascus on this desert na-
support has been strongest, Ma-i Majali said there have been no tion and its king, 
jali recalled that in 1S55 he would‘gestures either by Cairo or Am-| "We don’t believe these attacks
have been opposed by virtually;man t o w a r d  reconciliation of are effective any more," Majali 
the whole Palestine population, i Egypt and Jordan, although there said. "It now is getting so that the 
jave the Communists their first Now his government is being have been some unofficial at- public would rather listen to mu-
rig opportunity to gain a foothold widely welcomed, he said, and tempts from Lebanon to mediate, sic instead.”
(/I
THREE «ARS HAVE PILED UP AT THE 
PAN5EROUS NORTH TURN INTHEBWER 
IP RACES-ONE OF THEM BELONGS TO 
COUNT PAUL DB ROUSSILONE-
OH, POP-CANT YOU *~>IT6 COINS THE 
MAKE |TGO FASTlATfi PEST TORN,
EVE
Jordan’s new prime minister, said Arabs will not forget who
the courthouse of 
CLARKSBURG-
w tsf Virginia 
BUILT IN IB 55  
MAS SOLO 33 YSMS LATtff 
TO CRARLSS M.NMTF0R £2 
HART FELT HE MIGHT HAVE 
MADE A HASTY INVESTMENT 
ANO PRUDENTLY SOLD A HALF 
INTEREST IN THE BUILDING 
FOR S/.SO
^ V / I ^ ’ GILBERT
<154-116031 of Colchcste; CnjlMl 
PHYSICIAN TO 
* QUEEN ELIZABETH 
M A S  THE FIRST TO hIRITS 
A B O U T  ELECTRICITY
3










Y O U R  H O RO SC O PE
By ESTRELLITA
FOR TOMORROW
While- personal relationships 
are governed by splendid influ­
ences now, stars stress caution 
in business dealings—especially 
if signing papers or making im­
portant decisions. Some mislead­
ing situations are likely.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
if tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that, 
as of -today, you enter a cycle 
which should be excellent from 
practically every angle, Aspects 
stimulate job and financial mat­
ters; also creative efforts. Late 
June will be fine for romance 
and marriage; also October and 
December.
Where travel’s concerned, your 
best periods are early June and 
late August, and your chart shows 
a pleasing prospect of job ad­
vancement or some other rec­
ognition of your efforts In late 
July and—or late October. Where 
finances are concerned, you 
should find many pressures of 
the 'past lifting this year and if 
you are carefui to avoid specula­
tion and gambling of any kind— 
especially in September and Oc­
tober „*■> 'you. should definitely 
wind up the year "in the black." 
New ventures, started in Decem­
ber, have an extraodinarily good
H EA LTH  C O LU M N
Leukemia Isn't Always 
A  Childhood Disease
chance of succeeding within the 
first six months of 1960.
A child born on this day will 
be warm-hearted and idealistic 
but inclined toward impulsive­
ness.
W O R L D  N E W S
WED 65 YEARS 
EAST ANGUS, Que. (CP)—Mr 
and Mrs. John Desruisseaux re­
ceived congratulations from the 
Queen when they celebrated their 
65th wedding anniversary. Of 
their 15 children, 11 are still liv 
ing.
MINERAL EXPLORERS 
ST, JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP) — A 
bill now before the legislature 
would grant American Smelting 
and Refining Company a five- 
year extension of exploration 
rights in central Newfoundland, 
The company would undertake to 
spend at least $125,000 during the 
extension period.
USEFUL HAT 
HAMPTON - IN - ARDEN, 
(CP) —- A frying-pan hat was 
worn by a woman in a “spot 
what I’ve got in my hat” contest 
in this Warwickshire town. It held 
bacon and eggs, ready to eat
By Herman N. Bundesen, M. D.
Contrary to popular belief leu­
kemia is not necessarily a disease 
of childhood. And, again despite 
general belief, not all types of 
leukemia are always fatal.
Admittedly, though, we still 
can’t cure the disease.
GOOD OUTLOOK
Even so, the outlook for some 
victims is very good.
As an example, let’s say a 
person in his late 50s or early 
60s is found to have chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia.
He probably won’t know about 
it until he begins to feel sort of 
punk and decides to go to a doctor 
with his complaints. The physi­
cian might have a difficult time 
convincing this patient that he 
probably can look forward to a 
normal life span. Maybe he won’t 
even need any treatment at all.
PERIODIC CHECK-UPS
Naturally, he will have to check 
with his doctor from time to 
time. The physician will want to 
make sure there has been no 
change; we never know about 
this. But even if there is, it may 
not occur for many years.
The prognosis for other types 
of leukemia is not so encouraging, 
however.
EMPHATIC TREATMENT
Should cronic cyelocytic leu­
kemia, or chronic granulocytic 
leukemia, as it is sometimes 
called, strike a person of the
DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Wife of 
OsirLs














19, A U S. 
President
22, Slumber
8. Manufac- 26. Scotch- 
turer man's
11. Time gone dag-
by ger
12, Adam's son 28. Noth-
(poss.) ing
15. Distress cnli29. Line
17, Private news of i 
channels juncture
20, Twilled 30. Peruvian
fabric Indians
21. Squirrel food31. Shop
24, Flowering 35, Melody


























37. Fruit of the ,
VA t z s t
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11 i f f r i t  '
42. Inquisitive 
(colloq; > P % P II ; ItDOWN
1, Beginning
2, Heartfelt

























same age, the treatment must 
be more emphatic. The outlook 
isn’t too good.
And a diagnosis of acute leu­
kemia at any age is very seri­
ous indeed.
In acute leukemia there is 
anemia and a tendency to bleed 
from the inset of the disease. 
Bleeding usually occurs much 
later in cases of chronic leu­
kemia.
DIFFERENT REACTION
Each type of leukemia reacts 
differently and requires specific 
types of treatment.
For example, acute leukemia 
in an adult must be handled dif­
ferently from acute leukemia in 
a child.
In childhood, most of the acute 
leukemias are lymphocytic and 
in adulthood most of the lym­
phocytic cases are chronic. 
Usually, these lymphocytic leu­
kemias are relatively mild in 
adult life.
Fortunately, many of the 5,000 
new cases of leukemia which 
occur every year are of this type 
Nevertheless, leukemia k i l l s  
about the same number of per­
sons, 5,000, every year.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
Mrs. B.: Is there any other 
method besides electrolysis to 
remove superfluous hair?
Answer; Various creams may 
be of help, but it is best to con­
sult your family physician or a 
dermatoligist (skin specialist).
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER







♦  KQ10632 
+ KJ10
WEST EAST
4A K J10972 * 6 5
apparently invincible trump trick 
to disappear.
* •
4  95 
49864
*108743 
♦  A J 7 
4 7 3 2  
SOUTH 
4 Q 8 4
*  AKJ 65









PROMPT PICKUP and 
DELIVERY at GEM
4 - H O U R
Cleaning Service
G E M
Cleaners, Tailors, Furriers 
Ltd.
518 Bernard Ave. PO 2-2701
1 I'M HAULING V  IF X UWD WITH THIS SCtWWDEg THAT WSFIRID, '
trouble , rr may jolt loose ... make a e u u n s  for any*






f  OH ON T* NOSi OF ONE OF TK$C 
VARIES PIACTWATEV ITS H U I1U K M  
FEATURE...-NOW,IF X CD» ’ 9 COME UF 
CLOSE KHIND YOU, MAY B YOUR 




IIAR W MIND THAT IF IT TAKES 
OFF WHILE IV  CROWDING YtXIR
TAILPIPE, YOtfRE ------





PURiK<9 TAB REFUELN& OB TAB 
SPACESHIP CARRY/\'S BRICK ASP PAH 
TOWARD BARTH THE FUEL TA.HKBR 
3LOHS UP... V----
^ v ,
THE TANKER BLEW UP.' 
PROBABLY SABOTAGE 
AS A RESULT OF 
PUBLIC ANGER 




/  I  HAVE LOST TWO 
r CREWMEN PLUS THE 
PERSONNEL ON THS 
TANKER... AND I  PONT
V  YOU'LL I 
TELL A(E VNWERl 
I  CAN FIND A
_ .SfVtCE SUIT, ILL
> KNOW HOW MUCH PAMASS 1 CHECK THE 
r HAS BEEN DONS TP ,  EXTEWDROFTHIS ship/
lU M P  ( BUT. DEAR- 
YOU ALWAYS 
BLONDIE-MDURV SAID THEY 










I  DIDN'T 




Hero's how to work III
AX I I )  1, H A AXR  
, Is L O N G  F E L L O W
One letter simply stands tor another, In this snmple A ts used 
tor the three L> K for the two 0 ’s, *to Single letters, opoatrnphles, 
the length and fnrmntion of the words ore all hints Each dnv the
,’ *iYS5 M H R X  RW F Z J  L Y Z E 7 .  MX 
J S J / .  X 9 E 7 . E  I . Y D J  J Z T n X M M -  
X S C Y 8 T R Z Y ,
Salurday’s Cryptoquotei HEALTH IS THE VITAL. PIUNCLPLE 
O* BUSS, AND EXERCISE, QF HEALTH r  TlibRiSON.
Opening lead—king of spades, 
Our nomination tor the Oscar 
for one of the most fascinating 
and best-played hands of the yenr 
goes to Ralph Hlrschberg, nation­
ally known New York star, who 
became declarer at five hearts 
doubled, In the accompanying 
deal, The hand was played in the 
South Jcrsoy Championships held 
last month In Atlantic City,
West cashed the king of spades 
and shifted to the nine of dia­
monds, East took the ace and 
returned n specie, ruffed In dum­
my. It was obvious to declarer 
U>nt feast hnd to have nil five 
missing trumps'if his double was 
to be believed, The problem was 
how to do East out of his appar­
ently sure trump trick.
Laying his plans accordingly, 
Hlrschberg led the nine of hearts, 
East, conscious that the nine 
would very likely be .finessed If 
be ducked, covered with the ton 
to protect Ills trump holding, ' 
Hlrschberg wort with the jnclc, 
led a diamond to the king, and 
ruffed n diamond, lie then cashed 
three dub tricks, ending in'dum­
my f to bring about this position:
North 
■ *Q  
. *1003
B’e*f , K.i.tC
Immaterial *  8743 
Foi<(8,
♦  Q ’ ,
•  A K 6
A diamond was led from dum­
my. East could pot nfford to niff 
with the f three since declarer 
would civerruff with the six, 
trump ihe spndo with the queen, 
and htnke the last two tricks with 
the A-K of trump.
flo Flast trumjled the diamond 
with the seven, Hlrscht)erg over­
trumped with, the king. When ttw 
spndo was now ruffed In dummy 
with the queen, East was com­
pelled to underruff with the three, 
And wiIkti a diamond was then 
led from dummy, East’s 8-4 of 
hearts were trapped by declar­
er's A-G.







Ask for U . . .
For Home Delivery 




Ads . . .  •,
You Are!
SHUCKS,THERE 
GOES MY LAST 
HOOK,SNAGGED 
ON A ROCK/
THERE ARE HOOKS IN 
MY TACKLE BOX BACK 
O’TH’ TREE,GRANDMA/7̂ 1
r DON’T  SEE A'-HOOK IN  





PLEASE DON'T TAKE 
WHAT I'VE GOT IN 
HERE J
AH-HAH D
.GS a i M B a E
^  ' TRYING TO HIDE ^
SOMBTHlNG, B H 7/
0 ) »
X'VE BEEN SAVING 






v p & 'm
IHetilUiiwI V» Kiel Ftiiuni aJ !<•♦«,
^NIGHTY___












WHAT T  MV NAME'S HAKRieAN.MISTBR 
ROGERS/ X PURCHASED 60MB




IF ROGERS FALLS FOR ,u 
•HARD-SELL'1 HARRIOAN'S 
UNP.WP'LL W  IN 
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VATICAN CITY (AP)-Guer- 
rino Collino, I t a l i a n  school 
teacher, has no arms but he pre­
sented Pope John with a portrait 
he painted by using the brush in 
his teeth.
ANTI-NEGRO GROUP
LONDON (CP) — Charles Gib­
son, labor MP for Clapham, told 
reporters he is asking the gov­
ernment to stamp out a growing 
anti-negro movement. He said 
several people have received let­
ters headed “The Invisible Em­
pire of Aryan Knights, Ku Klux 
Klan of Britain.”
HIDDEN SUPPORTS
GHENT, Belgium (AP) — A 
belt of reinforced-coneretc beams 
invisible from the outside will be 
placed in the tower of the 13th- 
century St. Nicholas church here. 
Town officials said this new 
method will cost $860,000 but 
avoids a total rebuilding job.
VACATION LOANS
MEXICO CITY (AP)—By the 
start of summer vacation time 
for federal employees the govern­
ment pensions institute expects 
to have loaned out about $8,000,- 
000 for individual holiday ex­
penses.
CZECH ENTERPRISE
PRAGUE (Reuters) — Czecho­
slovakia has set up more than 
300 industrial establishments in 
foreign countries in the last five 
years, Including refineries, power 
plants, factories and bridges in 
Europe, Asia, Africa and South 
America.
Vitus Cathedral at Prague Castle, 
which dates from the 16th century 
will be electrified. Until now the 
clock has had to be wound twice 
daily.
RED “SHOW WINDOWS”
BERLIN (Reuters) — East 
German communities surround­
ing West Berlin are to become 
“Socialist show windows," say
East German press reports. The . _ ........... ..... .
population has been called on toj3L000 workers to build a great 
do unpaid voluntary work paint- earthen dam on the Fenho River,
ANCIENT BONES
PHOTO SATELLITE (Whitworth Argosy, can carry 130 
CANBERRA (AP) — Success- passengers and compete with 
ful photographs of the U.S. earth
satellite Vanguard I, taken at the 
Woomera rocket range, are de­
scribed as the equivalent of a 
golf ball pictured from 600 miles 
away.
CHINESE DAM
TOKYO (AP) -  Peiping Radio 
reports Red China has rallied
ing and cleaning up the towns 
and villages.
REDUCE CONSCRIPTION
BRUSSELS (AP) — Conscrip­
tion of Belgian youths is to be
BERLIN (Reuters) _  S k e l e t o n V *  12 
of a rhinoceros estimated 475,000‘ Sr i f '  3°'  D£(C,hC|C 
years old has been found near1” 1™ 1"
Saneershausen in East Germnnv I s possible by recruiting
?he  ̂ S i ! ™  ” !” ”  ,1“  T 1,?  in “ TO
German news agency as the third forces ot thrcc to flve Jeais’
complete skeleton found in the 
world of the primitive diceror-
_______ _____________ hinus Etruscus.JAPANESE PAYMENT
TOKYO (AP) — Japan has 
made its fifth and final payment
of $3,080,000 to Thailand ________ ______ ____




LONDON <AP) — Londoners 
are promised a public view of 
U.S. Ambassador John Hay Whit- 
incy's art collection in the fall of
About .i960. The Tate Gallery trustees 
»i E500 Chinese have moved from have accepted an offer by Whit
a tributary of the Yellow River, 
The objective is to control sum' 
mer floods.
FEMININE LOOK
SEOUL (AP) -  A move Is 
under way to give South Korean 
high school girls a more feminine 
look. A convention of women ed­
ucators supported the drive to re­
place their baggy, ankle-length 
pantaloons with short skirts.
SNAPPY DRESS
POOLE. England (CP) — Bow 
ties are to be issued to busmen 




R E C O R D  CROWD FOR 
CAMPY—Former Dodger star 
Roy Campanclla, musters a 
wave for S3,103 fans gathered 
In Memorial Coliseum. The
crowd, the largest in history, 
were at the benefit game be­
tween the Yankees and Dodgers 
for the former catcher, paralyz­
ed in a 1958 auto accident. He
is flanked by (left) Walt Alston 
and Casey Stengel. Cajnpanclla 
received about $60,000 in pro­
ceeds from the contest, won by 
the Yankees 6-2. (AP photo)
from issuance of military scrip‘to Macao, Portuguese territory atlpressionist and post-impression- Philip Wcrrall 66 was presented 
by Japanese forces there. ; the mouth of the Pearl River. iist paintings. I wUh a ^ l l  whcn he made his
COURTEOUS EXCHANGE first appearance this season for (V
rail and road fares over 25-mll« 
stages.
NO INTERRUPTIONS
LONDON (CP) — A man who 
admitted stealing property’ worth 
£210 from a hotel bedroom hero 
was said in magistrates' court to 
have put a "do not disturb” 
sign outside the door.
BINGOS HELP
DARLINGTON, England (CP) 
Bingo sessions ■ are being held 
twice weekly at a movie theatre 
in this Durham county town In­
stead of a second feature film. 
The idea is to get full houses 
for the single movie.
SALES PROMOTION
LONDON (CP)—A letter to a 
London newspaper tells of a visit 
to an over-heated movie theatre. 
The correspondent complained to 
an attendant and was told: “The 
manager insists on the heat be­
ing turned on—it helps to sell the 
ice cream.'*
MORE CONVENIENT
PORTRUSH. Northern Ireland 
(CP)—A sub - postmasters’ con­
ference here called for three­
penny stamp machines. The in­
land postage rate was increasedrows* rniHFOBT 'since thc Communlsts introduced;
LONDON <Af .  “  Cow* .on'jycar. K iS to r n S T o u r t i s  h w | ISTANBUL‘T a p T '- ' '^ U nited team in this K e n t^  threepence from 2W in 1957,
Anthony Bramlcy s Oxfordshire:CstimatCd. Most were farm ers States and Russian naval vessels .cn vpnr- 
farm sleep on plastic foam; m at-|ancj their families, thc rest fishcr-iPasscd in thc Dardanelles re- 
tresses, specially designed and;mcn jccntly and each played the na-
measuring 18 by 30 feet to hold! tional anthem of thc other. "The
several cows. He says his herd of ........
Frieslans now yields triple the 
national average in milk. dial clock
town. He’s been on the team lor but machines still Issue only
penny and half-penny stamps.
RIGHT SPOT
EXETER. England (CP) — A
World Friendship Gardens Started 
As Goodwill Gesture in War-Time
SHORT TRIPS
M nnriiv  u n v c M rv T  . . .  „ - ...............  LONDON (CP)—Britain's new ------------  _
, usual courtesies, explained Vice-; twopcncc-a-mile air bus will be car and a truck collided in this 
PKAuufc. (Reuters' The two- Admiral Clarence Ekstroni, corn-shown at the Paris air show in'Devon city alongside a notice: 
on the tower of St. mander of the U.S. 6th Fleet.  ̂June. The plane, the Armstrong-'"Be a better driver." ___
Friendship Gardens by thc tances  than matured produce.
thousands are no w  growing 
around the world, as far north as 
. Finland and as far south as Lib­
eria, as the result of a war-time 
gesture of goodwill that has flow­
ered Into a positive program for 
peace.
This year the All - America 
Friendship League’s Seeds of
• Friendship Collection for Over 
seas is seeking one million pac-
. kets of vegetable and flowers
• seeds for spring planting.
,* Regular shipments of seed
packets will be continued to Bri- 
; tain, France, Western Germany 
! and Italy and special shipments
• are scheduled for Mexico and 
) Japan.
• Seed packets are being con- 
1 tributed by schools, churches,
' civic and serveie groups, garden
clubs, youth groups and individ­
uals. Diey will be distributed to 
' such institutions as children’s 
!■ homes, hospitals, schools, and
• low-income residential develop- 
\ ments under the supervision of
local agricultural and education­
al committees.
Children are key contributors 
to the Seeds of Friendship Col­
lection under sponsorship of 
school garden programs, local 
newspapers, and such organiza­
tions as the Girl Scouts of Amer- 
, lea.'
The youngsters find particular 
pleasure and valuable education 
in sending seed packets to the 
Collection, sowing the same seed 
varieties in their own gardens, 
Rnd comparing notes with the 
children abroad as the flowers 
and vegetables grow, according 
to the National Garden Bureau.
Mrs. Edmund H. Cahill, execu­
tive chairman of the All-America 
Friendship League, points out 
that vegetable seed Is easier and 
less expensive to ship great-dis-
Also, produce from the seed in­
creases year by year to multiply 
the potential benefits where some 
matured produce is lost in tran­
sit through spoilage.
The flowers grown from gift 
seeds help to bring beauty to re­
cultivate and make their town 
a big flower garden of friendship. 
Be assured that the seeds bear 
special meaning to this city 
which aims at reconstructing it­
self as an international cultural 
centre.
Groups or individuals who want
leive the spiritual desolation of j to enjoy making a personal con-
underprivileged areas, she adds
The first shipment of seeds 
overseas was made after World 
War II ended. It consisted of 
100,000 packets of vegetable and 
flower seeds to help replant 
bombed-out school gardens : in 
Great Britain. Among the very 
first contributors to the pro­
gram were Mrs. D. W. Eisen­
hower, mother of the President: 
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt; and Mrs 
Thomas E. Dewey.
In 1912, the first Friendship 
School Garden was planted in 
Mexico, With the assistance of 
government agencies, local 
groups and such organizations as 
the YMCA and YWCA, the num­
ber of school gardens now thriv­
ing in that country has-risen to 
1,000.
In Japan, the Ministry of Agri­
culture and the U.S. Army sup­
ervised a seed distribution pro­
gram which produced over 1,000 
letters of thanks from school 
children and others.
A typical letter was that writ­
ten to the League by Tsutomu 
Tagawa, mayor of Nagasaki, who 
said in part: “As a token of warm 
friendship between America and 
Japan, the seeds were distribut­
ed for cultivation among 52 
schools and churches, five wel­
fare institutions and women’s as­
sociations in this city. A portion 
was also given to the city nur 
scry farm and some 43 earnest 
farmers in the city so they might 
get new seeds and distribute 
them among citizens at large to
tribution to the welfare of people 
throughout the world should send 
packets of annual flower and veg­
etable seed to Friendship Head­
quarters. 118 West 57 Street, | 
New York 19, N.Y.
Costly Birds 
Are Going To 
Sanctuary
SYDNEY, Australia ■ (CP) —J 
Seventeen salvadori ducks, that 
cost a small fortune to feed on 
cut tripe are going to a wild fowl 
sanctuary at, Slimbridge, Glouces­
tershire, England, from the high­
lands of New Guinea. .
The birds, worth nearly $10,000, 
are the first of the species to be 
kept outside their native habitat 
and are the personal gift of Sir 
Edward Hallstrom, chairman of 
Taronga Zoo Trust, Sydney.
Sir Edward said the pugna­
cious, . beautiful black-and-white 
birds lived in pairs and were 
among the rarest ducks in the 
world. They had been expensive 
to keep in an enclosed lake in | 
New Guinea on a diet of tadpoles, I 
meat and cut tripe especially sent 
from Sydney at $2 a pound and 
“ they ate an awful lot of tripe,"
1
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G .E . 3-Zone W A S H ER
plus DAILY DIPPER 
WASHERS 
IN
“Quick-Clean" washing action. Years ahead styling, Jong 
skirt plus a hpst ot work saving features that will help you 
whizz through wash days. One control wringer, powerful 
pump. .9 lb, capacity. Pcrmadrivc mechanism, JJQ
Regular
Fits\ inside your G-E Washer, solves your 
small wash problem,s. This unique 2'/* 
gallon “Tiny Tub’’ saves hot water, soap, 
isnvcs time on daily diapers and saves 
work bn in-between washes, i /  < jr  
Regular .... ...........  1 0  / 3
Both for
O N LY
Open Friday Nights 'ill 9tOO p.m. PLUS TRADE-IN
BARR & ANDERSON
(Interior) Ltd, ,
"Thc Business That Scrvico and Quality Built” 1
594 BERNARD AVE. PllONK PO Z-39J9
At Your BENNETT STORES
V
N O








Sofa by Day 
Bed by Night
PRICED A T  .  .  -
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$60! For Your Old
2-Piece
C H ESTER FIELD  SUITE
,• Foam Zippci'cd 
' Cushions
•  New acetate and \
\ metallic fabric for extra 
■ ; wear; '■ v - ' •
•  Reg: $i49.')5; WITH TRADE
SEE O U R  ENTIRE LIN E O F
S U M M ER  FU R N IT U R E
.. •: feYiV*v~7" ,
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3 -Pee. SECTIONAL
■Regular 299.95
Nylon and acetate ccA’erings, reversible cush­
ions. No sag spring base, buttoned back, hard­
wood legs.
2 3 9 9 5
AND YOUR OLD CHESTERFIELD SUITE
HV
The Electric Organ 
anyone can play E L E C T R I C  C H O R D  O R G A N' ■ ■' < -/J






i i i i i
i n f  r o d  u c t o r y  O f f e r !/
Not $ 1,0 0 0  -  N o t $500 . . .  Only
‘ ■ , • ■■ ■ ’ • '■ "■ A
$10 DOWN D ELIV ERS— TERMS TO SUIT
FR EE H O M E  D EM O N S T R A T IO N  
Phone Your Bennett Store N O W !
A  FU LL R A N G E HIGH FID ELITY M USICAL IN S TR U M EN T
Untouched at Us price for quality, cabinetry, an\l tonal fidelity , . . the revolutionary 
new MAGNUS electric CHORD ORGAN,can be played by notes or by iiiiiiibvm AT 
SIGHT! Bringing a new theme ot family “Togetherness” to liome tiikTliiinn'ttnl, 
llila superb musical Instrument nchmlly reproduce?! the true imislcal “breatblng" qual­
ity of the mpst expensive church and theatre organs. Imagine the pleasure of mtcrlaln- 
Inf friends.and family with popular, rcllglomi and folk songs beloved by all genera­
tions. WITHOUT A iJlNCiLE LICSSON! '
: Complete with Matching Pedestal Base 239.95 1 \
